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Summary

A brief review of high energy hadronic data (Part 1} is followed by an introduc-

tion to the standard (Weinberg Salam Glashow) model of electroweak interactions

and its extension to the hadrons (Part II). Rudiments of QCD and of the parton

model are given in Part III together with a quick review of the spectroscopy of

heavy flavours whereas Part IV is devoted to the introduction to deep inelastic

scattering and to the so-called EMC effects.
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Introduction.

There used to be a time when the meaning of phenomenology of strong in-

teractions was quite unambiguous: partial wave analyses with Regge poles and/or

factorizable models together with some analyticity, crossing and unitarity were the

basic tools which a phenomenologist needed.

Things have changed dramatically nowadays: fields which were considered

essentially unrelated have been recognized to be quite strictly connected; there is

no way in the modern language of separating strong from electroweak phenomena

and most everybody believes this to be a fact of nature. If anything, it was the

old picture that was too naive. We all know that we cannot possibly switch off

just one interaction but it was nice to think that we could.

Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD). although never proved in its fundamen-

tal predictions (is confinement really there? how does hadronization really occur?)

is believed to be the theory of strong interactions but no one has been able to de-

velop an algorithm capable of overcoming the traditional difficulties connected

with strong interactions. The difficulty of dealing with low pt physics ("diffrac-

tion" in the old language) is now recognized to be the difficulty of dealing with

non perturbative phenomena in the new language and the deep understanding of

multiparticle physics is now deferred to mastering confinement and hadronization;

probably a long term program.

All in all, we are a long way from a theory of strong interactions where every-

thing can be calculated but the belief that we have the theory of stror. % interactions

has led the phenomenologist to devise means to convince himself that indeed the

theory is the correct one and that our lack of adequate mathematical tools is only

a temporary technical deficiency. This may well be so and will hopefully prove to

be so; meantime, however, the result is that together with the new language of

partons, quarks, QCD, etc., we are still using to some extent the old language and

neither one is really satisfactory nor complete.

To comply with this situation, we shall try to give an account of both the old

and the new language.

In Part I, we shall quickly revise the situation in the so-called field of high

energy badron physics. We shall discuss, briefly the various experimental data

and the essential theoretical ingredients used to account (qualitatively) for these

data. In particular, we shall summarize our present knowledge of cross sections
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(total, elastic, differential and inclusive) of multiplicities etc. Uniquely for reasons

of brevity, we shall not review the situation of the large pt physics where jets are

produced and perturbative OCD is believed to be at work.

Part II will briefly outline how one goes from the old theory of weak inter-

actions to the so-called Standard model of electroweak interactions of Weinberg,

Glashow and Salam and how this is extended to include hadrons i.e. to the quark

section by introducing charm, colour, etc.

Part III will cover a few somewhat more modern aspects of the problem of

strong interactions. We shall briefly review the elements of the parton model

and the rudiments of QCD. Next we shall deal with the basic properties and

the spectroscopy of the so-called heavy flavors ( J / ^ , T). We shall then turn our

attention in Part IV to the problem of deep inelastic to conclude with a brief

outline of the difficulties encountered when extending it to nuclear effects (the

EMC effects).

Throughout the paper the emphasis will be on the discussion of the data and

their theoretical interpretation and no attempt of completeness will be made.
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PART I

HIGH ENERGY HADRONIC PHYSICS

1.1 Evolution of the field of high energy physics

1.1,1 Historical overview and qualitative discussion

High energy physics begins, to all effects, in the sixties with the systematic

collection of experimental data at increasingly high energies. Definite treads ap-

pear:

i) total cross sections seem to approach constant values with increasing energies;

ii) diffractive phenomena are seen to be prominent: a) the differential cross sec-

tions are peaked in the forward direction; b) the near-forward scattering amplitude

is predominantly imaginary; c) diffractive dissociation dominates multiple produc-

tion (corresponding to the excitation of states with the same quantum numbers of

one of the incident particles); d) most of the data are concentrated at low pt aid the

cross sections drop very fast with increasing pt; e) <pt> is limited to 2r 0.35GeV/c

and seemingly constant; f) multiplicities grow very slowly with energy (logarith-

mically ?); g) polarization and spin-phenomena in general are credited to be quite

insignificant.

The seventies refine quite substantially the previous picture: in particular,

the contribution of quasi-two-body processes is i ̂ cognized to become negligible

and the evidence of a composite structure of hadrons becomes ir.ore and more

substantial.

Concerning diffractive phenomena: a) cross sections grow logarithmically with

energy; b) structures appear in the forward peak which is seen to shrink with

increasing energy; c) the forward amplitude is recognized to have a real part and

the ratio between the real and the imaginary part changes sign going from the PS

energies {Etai ~ 30 GeV) to the ISR energies (yfs ~ 60 GeV, i.e..'£ía(( ~ 1900

GeV); d) polarization survives at high energies; e) j*1- ~ const; f) we have the

first evidence that < pt > may be slowly growing with energy.

Concerning inclusive cross sections (where of all particles produced one mea-

sures only one or just a few) the first impression is that these distributions tend
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to constant or, more exactly, the rapidity plateau seems to extend in length while

staying constant in height; the ISR data will actually prove the latter to grow

(logarithmically?}.

Concerning multiple production the data seem to obey KNO scaling whereby

the function of the two vari&bles:energy (y/s in the cm.) and number of particles

* (n,s) =< n(,) > an(s)/cin(s) = *(z) (I.I)

seems to be actually function of just one variable t which is given by

z = (n - a ) / « n > -a) (1.2)

where a is close to 1.

It becomes also evident that short range correlations are rather important

implying that most hadrons are produced by weakly correlated clusters.

What emerges very clearly is that these low pt phenomena are dominated

by logarithmic energy behaviours or, differently stated, this is the appropriate

variable to describe the energy variation of this "soft physicsn.i.e.,the physics of

the low pt phenomena.

Finally the seventies are characterized by the birth of the so called "hard

physics" i.e. the statistics becomes large enough to allow the investigation of the

fairly large pt events. The interest is focused on the fact that these events are

actually predicted by the parton model to be produced in jets with some rather

well defined signature and the data do agree quite well indeed with the expect ation.

The eighties further clarify lots of open questions while raising new (as yet

largely unanswered) problems. They are dominated by the pp Collider at CERN

where collisions of protons and antiprotons of up to y/s ~ 540 GeV are studied.

The FNAL Tevatron raising the energy to about y/i ~ 2 TeV(about 2100 TeV in

the laboratory) comes along and is going to dominate the scene for years to come.

In what follows, we shall dig in some detail on a selection of these latest data but

two points deserve perhaps an immediate consideration: i)on the one hand one

recognizes the soft physics to be a lv?t physics rather than a In» one and ii) on

the other hand the hard physics is definitely proved to be characterized by jets

(several jets, in fact) as anticipated theoretically on the grounds of the parton

model and of QCD.
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One remarkable trend of the above evolution lies in the fact that accelerators

of incresingly high energies lead to a progressive confirmation of several efforts

that had been anticipated by cosmic rays such, principally, as the r̂ov.-tii v.v.!.

energy of total cross sections, of multiplicities and, most of all. of < pt >•

The evolution of colliders of increasing energy is compared in Fig. 1 with the

range of energies reached in various recent cosmic ray experiments. Also shown

for reference is the energy domain that could be reached by the new generation of

hadronic machines presently under study.

1.1,2 Theoretical models

It is, of course, almost impossible, to do justice to everybody when trying to

classify the theoretical models that have been proposed.

Grossly speaking, we can say that after the boom of dispersion relations, the

rixties are dominated by Regge pole models bt t a good deal of eikonal models

remain quite popular. In the early seventies duality is the fashion whereas the late

seventies see the dominance of QCD "inspired models" (whatever this may mean).

In the earliest stage, the dynamics at the basis of models for hadronic phe-

nomenology can be characterized as being due to either:

i) t-channel (or crossed channel) exchanges

or

ii) s-channel (or direct channel) exchanges.

A somewhat different philosophy is at the basis of:

in) scaling models (geometrical scaling in particular).

In order to qualify the previous statements, let us first recall that a reaction

of the form

A + B-*Ci +C2 + --- + Cn (J.3)

where A, B are the initial particles and d are the final ones is described by a total

of 3n-4 invariant variables: we have, in fact, 4(n+2) scalar quantities, i.e., the

components of the fourmomenta of all particles involved with 4 constraints due to

energy-momentum (i.e. fourmomentum) conservation

PA+PB = P I +P2 + Ypn (/••*)
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6 constraints due the the choice of Luler angles in 4 dimension and (n-f 2) con-

straints coming from the mass shell relations

where m^ are the masses of the produced particles. In the case of an elastic

(or two-body) relation as it is well known, this leaves us with two independent

variables (such as the energy and the scattering angle in either the cm. or the

lab. systems). If one or more of the final particles is not on the energy shell (like in

inclusive processes), the number of independent variables is accordingly increased.

For the reaction of Fig. 2 it is convenient to introduce the so-called Mandel-

stam variables

* = ÍPi ~ P*)2

such that u-i-i + i = H;= i m\- For instance, in the equal mass elastic case, in the

cm.

t = -2Jb2 (1 - cos $) (1.7)

u = -2k2 (1 + cos B)

where Jfe and $ are the cm. momentum and scattering angle.

The S-matrix approach of the sixties assumes analyticity, crossing and uni-

tarity to be a complete set of axioms for reconstructing the S-matrúc elements.

First, one relates the amplitudes for the "crossed" reactions

(channel t) 1 + f -• 2 + 4

(channel u) 1 + 4 - • 2 + 3

to those of the "direct" reactions

(channel *) l + 2 - * 3 + 4

where T labels an incident particle and "t" an incident antiparticle (or an out-

going particle).
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Next, the range of variables for the "direct" reactions (1.7) being different from

those for the crossed channel reactions, analyticity is assumed in order to provide

the necessary extrapolations to relate the amplitudes of the various channels.

The last dynamical step requires the amplitudes to be obtained by exchanging

all possible intermediate particles. Examples of the simplest s-channel and t-

channel exchanges (compatible with the conservation laws of strong interactions)

are shown in Fig. 3 for some two-body reactions.

It is fair to say that the many hopes raised by the S-matrix program have

never been successfully implemented nor, for that matter has this program been

proved to be conceptually at fault.

Let us now go back to the various classes of models.

1.1,2,1 t-channel exchange models (Regge Poles)

It was the content of the so-called multiperipheral model that towers of ex-

changes in the crossed channel give the leading behaviour when the energies of the

direct chanr 1 tends to infinity (see Fig. 4).

The result of combining together t- and a-channel contributions leads to the

celebrated Regge-pole behaviour

(M) f>=#o 0(t) [1 + 4 e-™«>] (s/so)
a^/sin * o(f) (7.8)

derived originally in potential scattering from a continuation to complex values

of the angular momentum. In (1.8), aside from the residue 0(t) about which we

know essentially nothing (theoretically) and the scale factor SQ, £ is the so-called

signature factor which can be even, ( = 1 or odd, £ ~ - 1 and a{t) is the Regge

trajectory giving the interpolation of resonance in the crossed channel (of even or

odd angular momentum according to whether £ = +1 or. respectively —1).

Regge poles marked the fashion in the sixties and even today they are a

handy phenomenological tool to account for the basic structure of small momentum

transfer data. This is, in essence, due to the simplicity of the parametrization of

a(i) which: a) interpolates a large number of resonances in the t-channel and

b) describes the bulk of all small t-daia with a relatively limited number of Regge

trajectories.

It turns out, in fact, that the linear parametiization
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a{t) = aa + a't (1.9)

is adequate for a large interval of jtj for both positive and negative t. The Regze

intercept a0 for the leading trajectory (the Pomeron) is credited to be ~ 1 (not to

violate the so-called Froissait bound requiring total cross sections not to exceed

a ln2s growth because of unitarity). All other well established Regge poles have

smaller intercept (tipically a0 ~ 0-5 for meson interpolating trajectories) while

their slope a' is rather universal

- 2a' ~ 1 (GeV/c)

which is presumably of great theoretical relevance (a' is related to the string

tension in string theories), a' for the Pomeron is very nearly zero.

While the well established Pomeron has even signature and gives the leading

contribution to the asymptotic (s -* oo) behaviour of the crossing even amplitudes

(and of total cross sections), still pending is the need and the existence of its odd

signature partner (the so-called "Odderon") which could be the leading contribu-

tion to crossing odd amplitudes. The most recent Collider data may suggest the

existence of the odderon as we shall point out later on (Sees. 1.2.2,2; 1.2,3).

In the old fashioned language the Pomeron has been credited to be responsible

of diffractive phenomena and is presumably due to the effect of unitarity. A huge

literature has developed on this subject. More recently, the nature of the Pomeron

has been reconsidered at the light of our new understanding of physical phenomena

within a QCD language. Diffraction is visualized as arising from Pomeron emission

while hard scattering is in some model attributed to hadron-Pomeron collisions; the

latter requires the Pomeron to have a partonic content. The question of whether

the Poireron has indeed a partonic content [1] (as opposed to containing purely

gluons) [2] is still unresolved and work is under way (both experimental as well as

theoretical) on this subject.

To give a few firm points, let us recall that in t-channel models th rise of to-

tal cross sections is attributed to an expansion of the effective radius of the target

with increasing energy of the projectile and to a concomitant but smaller decrease

[1] A. Donnachie and P.V. Landshoff: preprints DAMTP 87/16 and 87/2 (Univ.

of Cambridge)
[2] G. Ingelman and P. Schlein: Phys. Lett. 152B (1985) 256
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of the opacity of the target. This Ieads,in general, to a (logarithmic?/ increase of

Veliki with increasing energy(for a counterexample,the supercritical Pomeron.see

A.Capella:Proceeding3 of the I Blois Conference on El a-,!: i c stifl Dirfrarvive Scat-

tering:Editions Frontieres (1985)p.333).

1.1,2,2 s-channel or eikonal-type models

In this kind of models, the usual partial wave expansion (in the s-channcl) of

the scattering amplitude

is rewritten in the limit of small angles and large energies introducing the impact

parameter b

6;- = * + 1 / 2 (j . i i )

so that one obtains

/ {*,$) = r h(b,s) Jo (bV=t) b db. (J.12)
Jo

In (1.12) the overlap or the eikonal spectral function h(s,b) is related to the

(complex) phase shift in the impact parameter variable í(s,b) by

while the total and .-lastic cross sections are given by

= 8T / Imh{$,b)b
Jo

db

*.,{*) = 8»r [ \h{ê,b)\2 b db. (Lib)
Jo

Eikonal models have been applied with good success in nuclear physics since

a long time and their application to high energy hadron physics has been almost

equally successful.
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In recent times the technique has been extended to cover the discussion of

hadrons as made of constituents (partons) and of nuclei as made of nucleons made

of partons [3].

Typically, in eikonal models the rise of <rt is attributed to the blackening of

the overlap function with increasing s at small b. In this case <r€t/&t increases

(logarithmically?) with s up to • maximum of | (full absorption).

1.1,2,3 Scaling models

Yet another class of models assumes some kind of scaling. The most successful

one (geometrical scaling) starts from making the simplest dimensionless variable

with the dimensional quantities at hand and assumes the scattering amplitude

[I/(*TO!3 - dafdil' to obey the scaling law

f(s, t) = -i V{T) ln2s

where the scaling function ip(r) depends on the single dimensionless variable

T = -tfft(s) <x\l\R2(s)~Q{\t\in-s). (7.17)

Within such a model, at high energies

et oc c,i oc b{s) oc R2{s) (7.18)

where R(s) is the "radius" of the target and 6 the diffraction slope.

As a consequence of (1-13), <T,t/<rt —* const as s —* oc. Furthermore if in a

reaction one finds a secondary diffraction maximum (or, equivalently, a dip) in the

angular distribution at a certain value of i for a given s, owing to the definition

(1.17) and to (1.16) one predicts the dip to recede to lower and lower t values

as -idif — l / ? ( and the height of the secondary maximum to increase as the

energy increases. Such a trend, observed in the pp data up to ISR energies (see a

qualitative picture in Fig. 5) has been at the basis of the success of geometrical

scaling.

[3] E. Predazzi and S. Forte: Nuovo Cimento, gâá (1935) 391. S. Forte: Nucl.

Phys. M £ (19S7) 665
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Another reason for its success has been the theorem '4 statin; that if total

cross sections grow like (tns)7, the limit behaviour of scattering amplitudes should

indeed obey the scaling law (1.16) where <?{r) >s *n entire faction cf order \ (i.e.

boonded by f^p[cy/\r\\)[A as the large r data seemed in fact to suggest.

1.1,2,4 Concluding comments on early theoretical models

The previous presentation of early theoretical ideas has now become more j

or less obsolete with the advent of the parton model firs: and of QCD later on. j

The point remains, however, that while predictions about hard physics have been !

rather successful within perturbative QCD, very little has been the progress in j

what concerns non perturbative QCD believed to be at the origin of soft physics

so that in the phenomenology of high energy low px hacronic physics the early

language is still largely used. Little more will be said in this Part I about theoretical

developments.

L2 Experimental survey of high energy (low pr) hadronic reactions

What follows is a very brief survey of the experimental situation in high energy

hadronic physics. More details will be found in the specialized literature.

1.2,1 Total and elastic cross sections

Total cross sections [5] in collider machines are obtained by either measuring

the luminosity L and the number of events A" in unit time through

a = N/L (7.19)

or by extrapolating to I = 0 the differential cross section measured at very small

|f|- values and using the optical theorem

to derive

[4j F. Auberson, T. Kinoshita and A. Martin: Phys. Rev. £ £ (1971) 3185.
[5{ See, for details, R. Castaldi and G. Sanguinetti: Ann. Rev. Nuc. Part. Sci.

25 (1985) 351.
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ICT ,i«. 16TT 1 (Í.V,

where

P(J ) = Imf(s,t = 0)

is the ratio of the real to the imaginary forward amplitude. In (1.20) f{k,6) is the

scattering amplitude such that \f(k,0)\2 — d<r/dSl.

Notice that (1.19) relates <rt to L whereas (1.21) connects trt and \fL. Given

the large uncertainties in measuring L, we have thus a way of determining at

independently of L if also p(s) is measured besides the number of events.

Limiting ourselves to pp and pp, the experimental situation is summarized in

Fig. 6 and the following conclusions can be drawn

i) All total and elastic cross sections grow with energy. Most people believe this

growth to be of a Cn7s form. This growth would saturate the functional form of

the so-called Froissart bound

<rt < (ir/m*) In2 ( i / i 0 ) * 60 In2 (*/j0) mb (7.23)

while remaining much lower in absolute value since, typically

*t|«p =: [0.43 In2 (*/*0) + 38.3] mb. (/.24)

The growth of <rt has become impressing since the SppS C£RN Collider came

in operation showing <rt{pp) to increase from ~ 45m& at y/s — 62 GeV to ~ 62mb

at y/i = 546 GeV to ~ 65.3mb at Ji ~ 900 GeV.

ii) The difference A = fft(pp) - &t{pp) seems to decre-tse (Fig. 7) like a power law

A = 52 (í/2ro)-"-M mb (I.25)

in accord with the Regge pole model predictions.

iii) The comparison between data of different reactions shows that they satisfy (ap-

proximately) the ratio <rt(A/5)/<rt(BB) ~ 2/3 in agreement with the predictions

of the additive quark model.

iv) Taken at face value, a growth of fft of exactly a ln2s form would imply the va-

lidity of the predictions of the geometrical scaling owing to the theorem mentioned
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in § 1.1,2,3. This, in turn, however, would demand <Tei!<r, to remain constant with

increasing energies. Th': data, on the contrary, show evidence that Vei/vt increases

since

<rtt/<Tt ~ 0.175 ( v ^ ~ 30 GeV)

<ret/<Tt ~ 0.215 (,/s ^ 546 GeV) (7.26)

atll<Tt ~ 0.240 {y/l ~ 900 GeV').

Also, the slope of the forward diffractive peak B seems to exhibit quite the

same kind of growth as <r,. The situation is summarized in Fig. 8 which shows

also the explicit growth of att-

From the above data we conclude that none of the models reviewed in § 1.1,2

seems to yield correct qualitative predictions when compared with the data.

1.2,2,1 The differentia] cross section in the small t-domain

A large diffraction peak is exhibited by the elastic angular distribution. As

one moves away from t = 0 to increasingly large values of \t\ a huge drop occurs

(5 to 6 orders of magnitude over an interval of |<j of about l(GeV/c)2, see Fig. 9).

This kind of behaviour goes under the general name of "diffraction" and is

understood in terms of Regge poles as due to the exchange of the leading trajectory

with the quantum numbers of the vacuum (the Pomeron mentioned already in Sec.

1.1,2,1). In the language of s-channel models a qualitative understanding of these

phenomena can very simply be obtained using the unitarity condition. This can

be seen in the following way.

The use of the multiparticle unitarity condition leads, in fact, to the set of

coupled nonlinear integral equations

Im Tif = £ *<4> (Pm - Pi) Tn/ T;{ C\ (7.27)

where T^j are the T matrix elements between the initial |t > and the final state

) / > (n labels the intermediate states; the summation is carried over the discrete

variables and integration over the continuous ones). Pn{Pi) ' s the four-momentum

of the intermediate (initial) state and c^ are (positive) normalization coefficients.

When |t >= | / > (i.e. elastic forward scattering), the r.h.s. of eq. (1.27)

is the coherent sum of purely positive contributions and we recover the optical
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theorem (1.20) defining the so called optical point. When j» > begins to differ

from j / > (for an elastic collision this means 0 ^ 0 i.e. moving away from the

forward direction), complex phases develop among the terms of the sum in (1.27'

and cancellations occur leading to a quick drop of the angular distribution the

farther we move from the forward direction.

Basically, nothing unexpected occurs as we move to higher and higher Collider

energies.

As confirmed by the data and expected also from the optical theorem, at small

\t\ values the scattering amplitude is mostly imaginary with a small real part.

While the above qualitative argument is very simple and quite convincing (it

can, in fact, be extrapolated to other situations such as the so-called leading par-

ticle contribution to inclusive reactions or to diffractive dissociation, Sec. 1.2,3,1),

every attempt to make it quantitative has so far met with the greatest difficulties

and only very crude results have been so far obtained [6].

1.2,2,2 The differential cross section at large \t\

Here the situation is quite interesting in that at large \t\ the pp angular dis-

tribution shows interesting deviations from a simple extrapolation of the pp or pp

data at ISR energies [7]: the diffraction minimum has moved to a smaller |i|value

(as one would have predicted from geometrical scaling, see Sec. 1.1,2,3) and a large

shoulder has appeared at t — —1.2 (GeV'/c)2 (see Fig. 9). This, in conjunction

with the ISR data has been taken to suggest [8] that the crossing odd amplitude

F_ is not negligible; a conclusion very much at variance with the usual Regge-type

prediction

where f± = Fpp ± Fpp.

Independent (and still indirect) support to such a possibility comes from an

analysis of diffractive slopes calculated using a simple minded model of particle

production [9j.Without entering into details, the above calculation predicts the

[6] M. Giffon, Y. Hama and E. Predazzi: Zeit. f. Physik £25 (1934) 129
[7] M. Bozzo et al.: Phys. Lett., I47B (1984) 385, 392.
[8] P. Gauron, E. Leader and B. Nicolescu: Phys. Rev. Lett., £4 (19S5) 2656,

ibid. 55 (1985) 639
[9] M. Giffon, R. Nahabetian and E. Predazzi: Phys. Lett., 205B (1988) 363
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forward (< = 0) slope to grow with energy like

b^bo + h < « > (/-20)

where bQ and bl, are constants (at < = 0) and < n > is the average multiplicity
(see Sec. 1.2,5,1). A similar form holds in the small t domain.

The fit to all existing pp and pp data when extrapolated at Collider energies
(where we have only pp data) suggests a cross of the pp cross section over the pp
one: a possible signature for the odderon (Fig. 10).

1.2,3 The ratio of the real to the imaginary forward amplitude

As already mentioned (Sec. 1.2,2,1), the forward amplitude is mostly imag-
inary but a (small) real part is expected from analyticity requirements. More
specifically, if the growth of crt is Froissart-like, we expect

ImF+(s,O) .-oo Ins .-oow ^—>

and this limit should be approached from above (i.e. for positive p's).

On the basis of analyticity, it was expected that ppp{s,O) should be of order
0.12 at y/s = 546 GeV. This is contradicted by a recent experiment <10j where the
unexpectedly large value

p = 0.238 ± 0.024 (/.31)

has been reported. All data existing on p for pp and pp are shown in Fig. ,11.
Among other explanations [11], if confirmed, these data could demand an odderon
contribution.

1.2,4 Inclusive distributions

In the early seventies it was realized how diffic.lt it would be to measure the
complete distribution of a genérica! "exclusive reactions''

[10] D. Bernard et ai. (UA4 Collab.): Phys. Lett. Mf i (1987) 5S3
[11] See E. Leader; Proc. Elastic and Diffractive Scattering ed. K. Goulianos;
Editions Frontières (19SS) p.359
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(which in its full glory dependes on 3n —4 variables, see S'.-c. 1.1,2- when n become

large which is often the case at large energies.

It was thus suggested tht one should rather look at "inclusive reactions'1

whereby of the n particles in the final state in (1-32) one measures the distri-

bution of just one, or two, or three and so on. The corresponding measurement is

called single, double, triple ... inclusive distribution.

A + B —» C\ + X (single inclusive)

A + B -> Ct +• C2 + X (double inclusive)

A + B-tCi + '-' + Ck + X (k-inclusive).

The simplest inclusive reaction (of order zero) is, of course, the total cross

section already discussed. It has been shown long ago that the knowledge of all

inclusive distributions (at a given energy) contains the same information as that

given by all exclusive distributions open at that energy.

It is clear that the k-!nclusive distribution has information coming from all

open exclusive channels since, in the case of identical particles we have

-k)l J ^

(7.32)

where T{A + B —»1 H \- n) is the T-matrix element for the reaction

In (1.33) dpi = dipi/2Ei and we have

nsfc
where

n- J
(7.35)
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are the production cross sections.

From the point of view of co'ir.ting the number of variables for a given inclusive

distribution, the procedure is the same as that given in Sec. 1.1.2 except that now

we have an object (X) which is like a particle off its mass shell.

The single inclusive distribution !

i

is thus function of three variables which are normally chosen among

i) the total cm. energy squared

ii) the momentum transfer

iii) the transverse cm. momentum of C

pt=psin6

iv) the longitudinal cm. momentum of C

pi = p cos 6

v) Feynman's variable z

* - Pl/Pmax ^ 2p

ri) the rapidity (cm.)

1 /
2 E-pi

vii) the lab rapidity

yub = VA-VC

viii) the pseudorapidity
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2

T} = -In tg 9/2 ; y — -+ 1 - r-4 cos 8 ~ TJ

ix) the missing mass
• -2 , - j f <2 r 2 -4
AI = A I x = ^p î + PB - PC) — •fcjC ~ PX-

The invariant single inclusive distribution

ti) _ single rate of C scattered into rffi
<r"le ~ flux

is, according to (1-32), defined as

and the following relations may be useful

ir
/dy dp'

^ — d'c/dxdp2 = -d2e/dtdM2. (7.37)

1.2,4,1 Di.Fractive dissociation

Diffractive dissociation in inelastic reactions is very intimately connected to

the general class of diffractive phenomena and, as already stated (Sec. 1.2,2,1) can

qualitatively be understood as due to multiparticle unitarity or, pictorially, as the

excitation of one of the two initial hadrons to a state A' whose mass is limited by

a coherence condition which can be established as follows.

ID the case pp —»• pX, for instance, the quantity q = m?{\ - x) is the for-

ward momentum transfer needed to produce a mass M. In analogy with optics,

diffraction will be neater when - will be much greater than the typical radius of

interactions R ** 1/m*.

Given now that M7/s ** (1 — x) from what said above, the coherence condition

will be Tn.p(l — x) » m, or

l-x~ — >?±~0.15 (7.38)
$ nip
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In practice, diffraction is quite clear for M2/s ~ O.Qõ.

Collider data from UA4 [12- are shown in Fig. 12-14.

Some points are worth stressing: i) there is a peak at tow masses (Fig. 12)

associated to diffractive dissociation which confirms the findings at FNAL and at

the ISR; ii) at fixed <, the invariant cross section %d*e/did\l2 is scale invariant

in M*/* over an energy going from ISR to Sj>pS-CoIIider (Fig. 13); iii) the large

M behaviour is consistent with a jp form (Fig. 14). All of this is consistent with

the Mueller-Regge analysis [13]

1.2,4,2 Double diffraction dissociation

This is very difficult to estimate realistically.

The UA5 estimates are [14]

cDD (v/i = 200 GeV) ~ 3.5 ± 2.2 mi

ODD ( \ / i = 900 GeV) ~ 4 ± 2.5 mb

If the diffractive vertices are factorizable, as it would be in a case when ex-

change and excitation do not occur independent one of the other, one can relate

the double dissociation (DD) to the single dissociation {SD) through the relation

i

where b is the slope and b^D — 2bsD ~ hi- Taking from the measurements at !

yf$ = 546 GeV <r5D i 7 ± Imb, atl = 13.6 ± 0.6mb ,bSD = 8 ± l(GeV/c)"2 and

6,1 = 15(GeV/c)~2, eq. (1.40) gives 2 < app < 4m6 which is not incompatible

with the values given previously (eq. (1.39))

i

1.2,5 Multiple production '•

Multiple production is the most relevant component of soft interactions but ,

in this domain our knowledge is almost purely empirical and concerns a large bulk '

of data (of which the Collider ones come from UA1, UA2? VA4 and UA5). :

[12] M. Bozzo et al.: Phys. Lett. 1MB (1934) 217
[13] P.D.B. Collins: Regge Theory and High Energy Physics; Cambridge Univ.

Pres» (Cambridge 1977).
[14] R. Ansorge et al.: Zeit. f. Phys. £23 (1986) 175
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1.2,5,1 Average Multiplicity

If we specialize eq. '1.34) to k = 1 *.ve have

d) « P v^ , ^
Jo « •»

where < n > is the average multiplicity. Globally, the data favour a ln7s (whose

theoretical consequences we have already mentioned, see Sec. 1.1,2,3) which sat-

urates the functional growth allowed by the Froissart bound even though the

absolute value of this growth is far from saturation. Such a behaviour, however, is

not so firmly established. There are several fits to the data and in Fig. 15 we show

two of them: the continuous line corresponds to a ivrs fit to the multiplicities for

non single diffractive (XSD) events

< neh >NSD^ 2.7 - 0.03 Ins + 0.176 ln2s (7.42)

(with X*/df = 17/9) while the dashed line corresponds to a power-law fit

< nck >XSD^ 7.0 + 7.2 J9-1 2 7 (7.43)

(with X2/df = 11/7).

1.2,5,2 Distribution of multiplicities

It was long believed that the distribution of multiplicity followed a simple

scaling law known as KXO scaling [15] according to which the probability of finding

n particles in an event at energy y/s is given by

where v is a universal function. The Collider data [16,17] show clearly that KNO

scaling no longer holds (Fig. 16).

[15] Z. Koba, M.B. Nielsen and P. Olesen: Nuc. Phys.. B4fi (1972) 317
[16,17] K. Alpgard et al.: Phys. Lett., 121S (198*) 209. G.J. Alner: Phys. Lett.,

13f B (1984) ibid. Phys. Lett., !£IB (1986) 476
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A very good fit lo the data in various rapidity bins (Fig. 17) obtains with the

negative binomial distribution: [18]

where it has been fitted to the data (Fig. 18) finding

Jb = 0.028 fti(j/32). (/.46)

It is quite difficult to say whether this distribution is of fundamental signifi-

cance. Tests at higher energies will be interesting since the predictions are k % 3.3,

< n > ~ 35 at y/s - 900 GeV and k v 2, < n > ~ 95 at y/ã = 40 TeV. Some

criticism of this distribution has appeared recently [19].

1.2,6 Average pt and transverse momentum distributions

The transverse spectra of particle produced exhibit a characteristic exponen-

tial drop of the form exp{—bpt) from which the < pt > can be derived.

This quantity was for a long time believed to remain constant with energy

although several indications from cosmic ray experiments seemed to suggest some

growth. The latter has amply been confirmed by the data at the Collider. Fig.

19 shows the situation over a large span of energy for different kinds of particles.

Up to ISR energies, < pt > grows mildly whereas this growth becomes more

accentuated as one moves to the Collider energies.

An interesting correlation is exhibited in Fig. 20 between < j>{ > and the

number of particles (such correlation could be related to the production of miiiijets

but we shall not enter here into such a discussion).

1.3 Conclusions

As already mentioned, the above survey has been drastically limited to a very

few points both in what concerns theory as well as experiment;. These few points

[18] A. Giovannini: Nuovo Cimento, 15A (1973) 573; A Giovannini and L. Van

Hove: ?eít f. Phys., C30 (1986) 39; W. Knox: Phys. Rev., Difi (1974) 65; P.

Carruthers and C.C. Shih: Phys. Lett. 127B (1983) 242.
[19] R.Szwed,G.Wrochna and A.E.Wroblewski: Warsaw Univ.preprin; IFD/3/87
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should, however, be sufRcient to illustrate both the complexity and the vastness

of the problem of soft high energy hadronic physics on the one hand and the

restrictedness of the tools at our disposal in the analysis of such data. An entirely

different chapter of this kind of phenomenology concerns the large p j phenomena

where jets have been anticipated and found and where perturbation theory can

largely be applied within QCD.
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PART II

FROM THE OLD THEORY OF WEAK INTERACTIONS TO THE

STANDARD (WEINBERG,SALAM,GLASHOW)MODEL A N D ITS

EXTENSION TO HADRONS [20]

We will first review very rapidly the status of the old (Fermi-Cabibbo) theory

of weak interactions to then describe the various steps that led to formulate the

standard model of Weinberg, Salam and Glashow.

Although somewhat outside the scopes of these lectures, this brief digression

is necessary to set the stage and to make the presentation somewhat more complete

than it would otherwise be.

The reader who is already acquainted with the developments leading to the

unification of electromagnetic and weak interactions into the electro weak theory

may jump to § II.4.

II.1 A brief summary of the situation previous to the standard model
(of Weinberg-Salam-Glashow)

11.1,1 Pre-gauge theory of weak interactions (Fermi-Cabibbo)

Let us recall that the old Fermi theory of weak interactions postulated the La-

grangian

CF = G/V2 Ja{x) j](i) (//.I)

where G/>/2 is the Fermi coupling constant

G/y/2 = 1,03 10'5 m? {11.2)

and mp is the proton mass.

The weak current was written as the sum of a leptonic and of a hadronic piece

[20] For details,see: E. Leader and E. Predazzi: An Introduction to Gauge Theo-

ries and the New Physics; Cambridge Univ.Press (Cambridge 19?2>.
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The lagrançi .̂n. therefore, gives rise to three types of weak processes (all

"point-like" since all the currents are evaluated at the same space-time):

a) purely leptonic reactions controlled by

G/y/2r(X)il(x) (II A)

such as the classical /< decay

+ v, + vm (IUS)

b) semileptonic processes determined by

Gly/2 [(*{*) hl(x) + h*(z) ii(x) ]

such as the prototype of 0 decay

c) hadronic reactions controlled by

G/yft ha{x) hl(x)

e.g. A ~

The vectorial and spin structure of the leptonic current is of the form V — A

(V= vector, 4=axial)

C(x) = e(x) 7 « (1 - 7s) ".{') + M(*h°U " 7s)^(») ('/•»)

where e,f(,/i,cM are the field operators for the electron, its neutrino, for the muon

and its neutrino.

Notice that f preserves the leptonic number of both electrons and muons in

the sense that vt is coupled to e~ and i/M to fi~ but they are not mixed. Formally,

one attributes electron number +1 to (e~,f , ) and —1 to (e+,i>,) and zero to all

other particles.
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The validity of the Fermi theory of weak interactions is confirme*! by a host

of data successfully accounted by the theory. Among these v.-e rtr^'.l:

i) absence of neutrinoless double (3 decay

(Z,

which would be favoured over the allowed reaction

(Z,A) ~ (Z +2,A) ~ i-f- f + v,

if the sequence (inside the nucleus)

I
vt *• n -*• f + e~

were permitted;

bat

ft)

and, most spectacular of all

r

or raiuer

Contrary to the leptonic current, the hadronic curre c was never properly

written down until the mi l-sixties. It was first realized that the hadronic current
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could be written in a form which generalizes the V — A part of weak interactions

as

ha{z) = V{x) - Aa{x) (J/.10)

In (11.10), Va (i) and the e.m. currents J° are expressed in terms of an octet

of conserved currents [21] Vf(x)(j = 1....8) (reflecting the S(f(3) invariance of

strong interactions of Gell Mann [22] as

Va = cos 8C (Vf + i V2
a) + sin 0C {V4

a + i Vs
a) (77.11)

and

Km = Vi
a + Vi

a A/3 (77.12)

where $c is the Cabibbo angle introducing the strangeness changing current to-

gether with the strangeness conserving part.

Similarly,

Aa{x) ^ cu* oc {A\ T ") + sin 6C (A° + i Af) (77.13)

Both Vf and A° transform as an oct>.. of "vectors" under SU(3) tran forma-

tions and obey the commutation relations

(77.14)

where Tj are the generators of SU(Z) and f>u are the corresponding structure

constants of 5^(3) [23]

The appropriate frame to properly express the hadronic weak current is the

quark model according to which

[21] N. Cabibbo: Phys. Rev. Lett., Ifi (1963) 531
[22] M. Gell Mann: Phys. Rev.,12£ (1962) 1067.
[23] For details, see: D. B. Lichtenberg: Unitary Sy nmetry and Elementary

Particles.2nd edn., New York: Academic Press (1978).
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= ç(x) 7

i4?(x) = -g(x) 7° 7s (Ai/2) g(x; (77.15,

where g(x) is the quark field and Aj are the Gell Mann matrices (i.e. the SU(Z)

analogues of the Pauli matrices of SU(2)) satisfying

[Ai,Aj] = 2i fijk A* (77.16)

In the "conventional physics" (i.e. before charm threshold), q(s < is a triplet

of states (u = up, d = down and s = strange)

u
q=\ d

3

(77.17)

taken to represent the building blocks of all hadrons i.e. the elements of the

fundamental representation (3) of SU(Z) whose quantum numbers are

d

s

Charge
Q

2/3

-1/3

-1/3

Strangeness
5

0

0

-1

Isospin
/

1/2

1/2

0

Is

1/2

-1/2

0

Baryon
B

1/3

1/3

1/3

Hypercharge
Y = B + S

1/3

1 3

-2.3

Spelled out in detail, the weak hadronic current in the Cabibbo theory of weak

interactions reduces to just

ha = ü i" (1 - 75) (cos 6e d + sin 6C s) (77.18)

where it is specially important to emphasize that here only the combination

cos 0ed + sin Bes of the quark d and s appears.
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In this scheme, the neutron j3 decay n —• p + e + ve can be visualized as in

Fig. 21 where the fundamentai interaction at the quark level is as in Fig. 22.

Needless to say, Fig. 21 (and Fig. 22 a fortiori) is an oversimplification of what

goes on in practice. A somewhat more adequate picture would demand connecting

all quark lines in all possible ways with wavy lines representing the gluons binding

the quarks to give hadrons. This would be, in "waving-your-hand" terms the basic

content of QCD. Fig. 21 as such would rather be the pictorial representation of

what goes on in the parton model which is the limit of QCD in the S» system.

Aside from these considerations (which hyde actually an extremely complicate

and basically incalculable situation) another point is worth stressing concerning

Fig. 22. Notice that in Fig. 22 we still assume a point interaction among the four

fields d{x),u{x),e(z) and v,(x).

Later on, when we will introduce intermediate vector mesons (or gauge-

bosons) mediating the weak interactions, Fig. 22 will be modified as in Fig.

23.

The agreement with the data of the Cabibbo theory of weak interactions is

impressive and we refer the interested reader to specialized textbooks [25] for a

complete analysis.

11.1,2 Troubles with the old theory of weak interactions

The trouble with (II.1), beyond its phenomenological usefulness, is that it cannot

be correct, at least in the high energy domain.

To illustrate this point, consider for instance the reaction e + vt —» e + vt.

Just by dimensional reasons, at high energies (where we can ignore all masses),

its cm. cross section grows with the cm. momentum k proportionally to G2k2.

More exactly we have

Since the interaction is point-like the only nonzero amplitude is an S-wave;

partial wave unitarity requires then

[25] See, e.g. D. Bailin: Weak Interactions: Sussex Univ. Press (2977)
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Comparing eqs. (11.19) and (11.20) we see that when v.-e go above the energy

for which

Jk4~-—=> Jb~ 300 GeV/c ('/-21)
8&

unitarity is violated.

Furthermore, the coupling constant G having dimensions of L2 (eq. (II.2)) we

know by general arguments that the theory is not renormalizable. As a matter of

fact, once we go beyond the lowest perturbation diagram, each successive diagram

is more and more badly divergent.

The first attempt to cure the problems of the conventional theory of weak

interactions has been to assume, in analogy to QED, that rather than being point-

like they are mediated by an intermediate boson W such that the lagrangian (II.1)

is replaced by

C;v = 9W J"{x) \Va(x) + h.c (11.22)

where W a(z) is the field of the intermediate boson (the analog of the photon in

QED).

Historically, the intermediate vector boson was given the following general

properties [26]: :

i) Two charge states (±) since the familiar /3 decay reactions require charge-

changing currents;

ii) A large mass to reproduce the seemingly point-like structure of weak intcrac- I
t

tions; \
iii) Indefinite parity to allow for the V — A structure.

Within this scheme, the lowest order vt + e —» vt -f e cross s-'Ction changes j
from (11.19) to |

da _ 2g\v k2
 3 2 ÍTTO-W \

a ~»»(ç» M2y {k > m-} (//>23)

corresponding to the diagram of Fig. 24, where q is the momentum transfer

q2 = -2Jt2(l - cos0) and M\v is the W mass.

Eq. (11.23) reduces to (11.19) when q2 < M2
V with

[26] T.D. Lee and C.S. Wu: Ann. Rev. Nuc. Sci. \\ (1965) 331
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w

(11.24)

The interactions is no longer point-like but is, practically, very close to point-

like so long as q2 <£ M^.

It can be shown that now the most serious divergences are cured (logarithmic

divergences persist which can be of concern only at fantastically high energies i.e.

when Jb 2f l/2A/iVerp(^f-10 s).

If, furthermore, one assumes the real (dimensionless) coupling constant gw

to be about the same of e.m. interactions, gw = e, eq. (11.24) can be used to

estimate Mw We find

W%A? (11.25)

II.2 Towards the model of Weinberg-Salam-Glashow

Many are the attempts of organizing the previous ideas in acceptable theories that

have proved fruitless. The only ones that are presently worth recalling fall into

two general classes:

11.2,1 Gauge invariance; the case of QED and Yang Mills theories

The only really successful theory of elementary particle being the theory of elec-

tromagnetic interactions (or Quantum Electro dynamics, QED), many attempts

have tried to use it as a guideline to formulate a "good theory" of weak interactions

i.e. to extend it to the world of leptons and perhaps of quarks.

The basis of QED is that its Lagrangian C is manifestly locally gauge invariant

where by local gauge invariant we mean invariant when the fields in terms of which

the Lagrangian is written are subject to the phase transformation

^(x)~#(x)=C-''«*>^(z) (11.26)

where $(x) is an arbitrary (real) function of x.

Those terms in C which contain only products of fields and of their hermitian

conjugates are obviously invariant under (11.26). Notice that in any product of

fields ój the corresponding herrnitian conjugates must also be present if the charge

Í8 to be conserved i.e. every term in C must be neutral.
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Terms in C that contain gradients of the fields present a more delicate problem.

From (11.26) we have

of which the second term was not originally present in £.

QED is locally gauge invariant because all derivatives appear in what are

known as the "covariant derivatives" D^ which must satisfy the property that

Dp <!>j(x) K-» e^' *•> £>„ ^ ( x ) (77.28)

In QED, in particular

D, = 8,-ieqjAt (77.29)

where <AM(x) is the vector potential of the photon, the simplest of all gauge fields;

e is the magnitude of the electron charge. As regards gauge in variance, e could be

any number but eqj must be the coupling constant linking A^ and o ; .

In QED, the coupling of the photon and of the electron is contained in terms

in C of the form ("minimal coupling")

Gauge invariance is guaranteed if A^(x) transforms as

, 1 8S(x)

since in this case

as required (11.28).

The field strength FMy defined as

- dv >tM (77.33)
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is itself invariant under (11.31) and therefore the photon kinetic energy

£7 = -1/4 F^ F"" (II.?A)

is manifestly gauge invariant.

A hypothetical photon mass term

- 1 / 2 m* A+A* (77.35)

is, on the contrary, not gauge invariant so that exact gauge invariance in QED

obtains only because of the photon being massless.

This is one of the most serious problems that one is confronted with when

trying to reformulate the theory of weak interactions along the lines that have

proved so successful in handling electromagnetism.

The gauge transformations of QED form a group which is Abelian, i.e. differ-

ent transformations of the group commute with each other and it is one-dimension-

al , i.e. the transformations are specified by one parameter 6. This group is U(l),

the group of unitary transformations in one dimension.

The extension to non Abelian groups are necessary as soon as we have an

extension to higher symmetries. For instance, the assumption that the proton

and the neutron are two different states of the same particle (the nucleon) which

transform one into the other under isospin rotation leads to invariance under 51(2)

which is the simplest non Abelian group in which not all transformations commute

with one another.

This extension is known as a Yang Mills theory [27]; first one assumes the

group generators T} to obey some algebra, say

where c*kt are the structure constants of the group; next we demand the set of

fields

(77.37)

(27) C.N. Yang and R.L. Mills: Phys Rev. 2fi (1954) 191.
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to transform as

where Lj(j = l,...,N) are n X n matrices representing the group generators

and 6j(x)(j = 1 , . . . , A*) are arbitrary functions of space time.

In this case one introduces as many \V^[x) gauge fields as necessary to con-

struct a Lagrangian invariant under the gauge transformations specified by #,(x).

One must now define a covariant derivative Dp. such that

D> tfx) ~ Z>; *'(*) = U {$) 7?M ç(x) (77.39)

For this we introduce one vector field W£(x) for each dimension and define

D, *(x)=fo - igLW,{x)}4(z) (77.40)

and one can prove that the required gauge invariance is satisfied provided that the

tensor field is defined now as

GÍ, = % WÍ ~ ** » ' ; + 9Cjkt li;* »;£ (77.41)

where most noticeable as compared with the QED case (11.33) is the non-linear

self-coupling of the gauge fields W^ (which will, among other things, be responsible

for the asymptotically free nature of QCD as compared with QED).

Once again, whereas the kinetic term

Co = - 1 / 4 (?£„ G'"" (77:42)

obeys manifestly gauge invariance, a mass term rn\v\Y^ would necessarily break

it. Contrary to QED, however, as already emphasized previously, the quasi-local

nature of weak interactions demands the vector bosons mediating it to have a

large mass; thus, a Yang Mills theory seems inherently uncapable of providing a

"natural" gauge invariant formulation of weak interactions.

11.2,2 Spontaneously broken symmetries

The second class of attempts to cure the problems of weak interactions refers to

the case of spontaneously broken (or hidden) symmetries.
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Consider the following (classical) Lagrangian:

C =- (é), o} OM f) _ tf o V - A (ç o')2 Í//.43)

where ^(x) is a complex field 'two-scalar components). Normally, [i~ is the bare
mass of the field and the A term a sort of self interaction. C is invariant under the
global U(\) transformations

ç(z) ~ t'(x) = e"'# #x ) (//.44)

with 0 constant.

The kinetic energy is positive and vanishes only if ç> = const. The ground
state will obtain when the "potential"

V í»=/x3 o f + A (Ó 9"f= ft2 p + A p2 (77.45)

is minimum (p = çóm) which caa be only if A > 0 (which we will assume to be the
case).

If ft2 > 0. V has a minimum (i.e. a symmetric ground state) when 0 = 0.
If, however, /x: < 0, the rrJriimum is at

p = -fi2/2\ (77.46)

i.e. the vacuum is a degenerate ring of values

Jo; =

In this case ç — 0 is an unstable point from which the system will tend to
move to any of the points (11.47) under the minimal solicitation.

Nobody will be able to predict to which of the infinitely many equivalent
(degenerate) vacua the state will evolve (this situation is often referred to as to a
case of broken or hidden symmetry)

(A = real arbitrary)
One can show that one f.eld component acquires mass but the other remains

massless.
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ft2 = 0 is clearly the critical transition value between the symme- trie solution

and the degenerate ground state.

If we are in the case fi2 < 0 (when fi2 cannot be considered a mass) and if o

is an n dimensional vector of scalar fields (i.e. £ is invariant under the orthogonal

group Q(n) possessing n(n — l ) /2 generators ) it can be shown that the vacuum

is invariant under 0(n — 1) so that there are y(n — 1) - | ( n - l)(n - 2) = n - 1

broken generators.

Here again, one can show that one of the n scalar field acquires a genuine

mass but the others remain massless (these are called Goldstone bosons).

The absence of massless bosons (other than the photon), just like in the case

of Yang Mills theories, seems to rule out in the case of broken symmetries as one

of physical interest.

11.2,3 The Higgs mechanism

The great surprise [28] (often referred to as "the miracle" or "the Higgs mech-

anism") is that if one combines together the previous two viewpoints, i.e. one

starts from a gauge invariant Lagrangian with broken symmetry, the two diseases

previously mentioned, cure one the other.

For instance, if one starts from a V{1) gauge invariant Lagrangian with one

massless vector boson with a breaking symmetry mechanism involving a doublet

of scalar fields <f> (like in (11.43))

C = - 1 / 4 F ^ F^ + ̂ +ieA^ 4>'\ [(dr-ieAJ fl-fi3 4>4>'-* (e o')2 (JI.48)

setting

where v is the same as in (11.47) one gets

C = -1/4 /•„„ F"" + eV/2 ^M A" + 1/2(0, tf + 1/2 {d, X?

(28] P.W. Higgs: Phys. Lett. 12 (1964) 132; Phys. Rev. Lett. 145 (1956) 1156.
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i.e. the vector field A^ acquires a mass as the term involving A^A* prwes.

As for the scalar boson ("Higgs boson") £ this also becomes massive and all

massless particles have completely disappeared from the game. '

Initially we had a total count of four degrees of freedom (two for the massless

vector fields J4M and two for the scalar fields $ and #*);at the end we have a total

count of four degrees of freedom: three for the massive vector boson and one for

the Higgs boson.

11.3 Building a realistic model

If by "realistic" we mean "without unwanted massless bosons", we are now in

measure to build a whole variety of realistic models. For this «re follow the pre-

scription:

a) to choose a gauge group G and as many vector fields as there are generators of

G;

b) to choose the fields of elementary particles one wants to describe and their

representations (i.e. their transformation properties under G). If a given number

of massless vectors have to acquire mass, there must be at least this number plus

one of scalar fields;

c) to write down the most general (renormalizable) lagrangian invariant under G

which couples all the fields so far introduced;

d) to choose the coupling parameters of the scalar fields in such a way that the

potential minimum be at non zero values of all these scalar fields;

e) to introduce new scalar fields whose minimum is zero;

f) to choose a convenient gauge, interpret the Lagrangian as a quantum one and

turn the crank to evaluate things.

11.4 The Weinberg, Salam, Glashow model (WSG)

The WSG model [29] (also called "the standard model") is perhaps the simplest

realization of a non abelian -gauge invariant- symmetry breaking-realistic model

in the tense explained above.

[29] S.Weinberg:Phys.Lett. 12 (1967)132;A.Salam:in Elementary Particle Physics

(ed. N.Svaxtholm, Almquist and Wiksell (1968) p.367; S.L. Glashow: Nucl. Phys.

22 (1961) 579.
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The gauge group is chosen to be SU(2) x U(l) for a total of 4 masslcss. gauge

vectors Í3 for SU(2) and 1 for t/'(l)) and the symmetry breaking is provided

by a doublet of complex fields. According to the previous rules one can thus

make massive three gauge vectors (the intermediate vector bosons \V~ and Z°

introduced previously (§ 11.1,1,2)) while 4he photon remain massless: the electric

charge is correspondingly strictly conserved whereas the SU(2) quantum numbers

are not.

If we denote by W^ the SU(2) gauge vectors and by B^ the 1(1) one, the

piece of the WSG Lagrangian coupling the gauge bosons (GB) to the scalars (5)

is

CGB-S = {{dp - Í/2 g W^f-i/2 g I £„)«}. {....}* - V (p+ 6) (11.51)

where the potential is V = / t 2 < ^ + A(>+$>)2 as before (11.45).

After applying the Higgs mechanism, one performs an orthogonal transfor-

mation to

B,, = cos 9\y A,i •*• «'n

Wl = «in $w A,. - cos 0w Z» {II..52)

where Bw is called Weinberg's angle and 4M and ZM (together with W^2 or W'J*' =

fyW^ T iWÍ2))) are the independent gauge fields.

One can show [20{ that the condition that A^ be coupled only to the one

unbroken generator | ( / + T3) and thus remains massless is

g sin 9w — 9 co* Ow (/Í.53)

where

g sin B\v = e {11.54)

e being the electric charge (i.e. the coupling of the photon). One shows also that

if one ignores radiative corrections one has the remarkable relations
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and

COS V\V

between the IV and Z masses and the Weinberg angle $w.

As for the surviving Higgs boson mass which survives, its mass turns out to

be

MK = ^f5y} (11.57)

From (11.55,56), eliminating the unknown parameter r, we get the most re-

markable relationship

Mw/Mz = cos Sw (77.58)

When radiative corrections are taken into account (in the one loop level [30j)

eq. (11.55) is replaced by

Taking the present world average [31] for si

3inzâw = 0.229 ± 0.005 (77.60)

and the estimate for Ar[30]

Ar = 0.0711 ± 0.0013 (77.61)

one gets the predictions of the WSG model

Mw ^ 80.8 ± 0.9
(77.62)

Mz a 92.1 ± 0.7 GeV/c7

We shall not discuss it here, but it is a highly non elementary matter to prove

that the WSG model is indeed renormalizable [32] as one would expect of any

decent theory.

[i0] W.J. Marciano and A. Sirlin: Phys. Rev. Lett. £g (19S6) 1.
[31] Particle Data Group: Phys. Lett. 170B (1986) 1.
[32] G. t'Hooft and M. Veltman: Diagrammar. In Particle Interactions at Very

High Energies. New York Plenum Press
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11.4,1 Status of the WSG model

It is perhaps worth recoiling that indeed the intermediate vector bosons IV- ar.'i

Z* have been experimentally detected by the UA1 and UA2 Collaborations ?Z

working at SfpS Collider at CERN with the results shown in the following tables.

Abo shown in these tables is the so-called p parameter defined as

As one sees from (11.58) a value of p different from 1 implies a deviation from

the standard WSG model of which the data, show no evidence (Table 1).

Not only the data do not show anjr violation of the standard WSG mode! but.

if anything, the latter is ia too dose agreement with the data. For instance, if any

additional gauge boson W and Z' exists, the data require

Mr > 250

As for the lepton universality, the present limits are (from the H* data)

Siifg, = 1.01 ± 0.07 ± 0-04

çT/it = 1.01 ± 0.11 ± 0.06

and (from the Z data)

f,/*t = 103 ± 0.15 ±0-03

The sore points of this matter are on the one hand the widespread belief that

the ekctroweak WSG theory cannot be the end of the story: not only one should

expect a unification with both strong interactions (see below) an< gravitation but

the model contains too many arbitrary parameters (masses, couplings, etc.) to

be a truly fundamental theory; on the other hand, one piece of the puzzle is still

missing, i.e., the discovery of the Higgs boson without which the very foundation

[33] R. Ansari et at.: Phys. Lett. l££fi (1987) 440; Th. Muller, VA1 Collab.^roc.

22nd Rencontre de Moriond (Les Arcs, France) 1987 and earlier references therein.
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on which the WSG model rests are in trouble. The Higgs couples to the vector

boson with the following Laerangian

(77.64)

and no one has yet found a red way to come to grip with this elusive Higgs meson.

The model lacks predictive power concerning its mass and the theoretical limits are

very loose (MH < 1 TeV). Perhaps the discovery of the Higgs will necessitate the

coming into operation of the new generation of hadronic accelerators (SSC ~ 40

TeV, LHC ~ 18 TeV) unless indirect evidence (Higgs exchange) can be found at

LEP or any of he other e+e~ or ep machines that will operate soon.

We will not insist further on these arguments which are not of primary rele-

vance to our discussion and turn to more pertinent subjects.

II.5 Extension to the hadrons of the WSG model

11.5,2 Charm

As we have already mentioned (§ 11.1,1) the hadronic sector of weak interactions

is best discussed using the quark language and the "old" (i.e. pre '74) physics is

essentially described completely in terms of the three original quark "flavours" (as

they are referred to) u for up, d for down and s for strange (see eq. (11.18)) of

which the latter two appear in the Cabibbo mixture

dc = d cos 9c+ * sin 0C (77.65)

This leads to a parallelism be-ween the leptonic doublets ("„'),("^) and the

quark doublet ( • ) , $ .

With this ingredients, however, one may, among other terms,construct in the

effective Lagrangian neutral current pieces < f the type

G [dc 1, (1 - 7s) dc]{ii 7M ( I - T S M

G [dc 7M (1 " 7») do] [dc 7M (1 - 7s) dc] (77.66)
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i.e. terms expressed by Gcos 0csin6c(ds + ds) that predict transitions with |A.s| =

1,2 and AQ = 0 of order G. On the other hand, it is known that these transitions

are much less conspicuously observed experimentally, i.e. "hey are of order aG

where a is the fine structure constant. Such is, for instance, the case of the

|A5 | = 2 transition

A'j = ds •-> sd = A'o

The above disease is cured if besides the combination 111.65) of quarks d and

s, we introduce the orthogonal combination

$c = d sin 9c — s cos 8c (77.67)

It is an easy matter to prove, in fact, that in this case only the combination

survives if the quark masses are neglected in which case there are no AS jí O

neutral currents.

With the above cure, however, it turns out that the theory is no longer renor-

malizable so long as the currents are coupled to the gauge vector bosons and there

is no way in which sc be inserted in a gauge invariant way :n the Lagrangian.

The simplest way out to eliminate unwanted strangeness-changing neutral

currents without spoiling the nice features of the WSG model has been suggested

by Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani [34] and has come to be known as the GIM

mechanism. Th scheme amounts to introducing a fourth quark called c (for

"charm") in the game endowing it with a new quantum number C so that the

"old" particles would have C = 0 and the Gell Mann-Nishijima formula becomes

Q = I3 + 2
 + C

=Ii + t + C (77.68)

To leave unaltered the successes of the old Cabibbo theory, this new quark

should be rather heavy (of the order of a proton mass). The sew quark c is viewed

as the partner of »c in a left handed doublet much as u was the partner of <f<?

in the previous one. As a consequence, we have now a symmetric situation: two

doublets of left handed leptons and two of quarks

[34] S.L. Glashow, J. Iliopoulos and L. Maiani: Phys. Rev. D2 (1970) 12S5.
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(//.69)

so that the ne-v q-jark will be a charge 2/3 object like the u one. The vector and

axial currents (11.15) are now to be written in terms of quark fields q made of the

doublets given above.

It is an easy matter to check [20] that the above prescription leads the correct

amount of strangeness violating contributions i.e.

A(K0 •-» Ã'o) ~ aG {11.70)

provided mc ~ 1.5 GeV /c7 i.e. much heavier than u, d and s.

This introduction of charmed quarks may seem a little bit ad hoc: one new

entity is introduced to cure a disease but its predictions are quite directly measur-

able: a host of new particles, mesons such as cc, uc, dc, sc and baryons such as

uuc,... are predicted to exist. These particles have by now largely been discovered

with properties quite in line with what one could have expected (see Part III).

11.5,2 Colour

It has so far be :n tacitly assumed that each quark flavour (u,d,s or c) comes in

just one variety. I: is a relatively long time, however, that it has become clear that

each quark flavour must come in three varieties which have been termed "colours".

In this case, the symmetry (SU(2) for pure isospin i.e. if we limit ourselves to u

and d, SU(3) if we include strangeness i.e. we include also the s quark, SU(4) if

we add charm and so on up to a maximum accepted today of SU(6) when we add

also the third quark doublet of t (top) and b (bottom)) is only partially conserved.

The phenon:e:iological arguments that support the need for colour are at least

four and we review them in what follows.

11.5,2,1 The quark statistics

This is the oldest of the above arguments and, as a matter of fact, the original

motivation for introducing colour [35].

[351 O.W. Greenberg: Phys. Rev. Lett. 13. (1964) 598; M.Y. Han and Y. Nambu:

Phys. Rev. 12SB (1965) 1006.
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The lowest lying baryon states, in the naive quark model [24 are made of

triplets of quarks in relative j-wave configurations since the kinetic energy is usu-

ally minimum for such a state.

Furthermore, phenomenologically, in order to agree with the spectra of known

particles, one finds that the spin and isospin parts of the wave function must also

be symmetric. We have thus a totally symmetric wave function as far as the

traditional quantum numbers are concerned and this would mean a violation of

Pauli's principle given that the composite particles are fermions.

The striking example is the A (1238) resonance with spin and isospin 3/2; it

requires all quark spin and isospin to point in the same direction and is completely

symmetric e.g. A + + (a t = 3/2,Iz = 3/2) = uTTuTTuTT where u*r = u(sz =

1/2,7, = 1/2) (see ref. 20 for a more detailed discussion).

The way out suggested in refs. 35 is to assume that each quark flavour (u,

for instance), comes in three varieties endowed each with a new quantum number

that has been named "colour". The further assumption will be that this quantum

number is exactly conserved or, as we shall say, colour is exactly confined and

every existing hadron is actually a colour singlet. This will suggest SU(Z)c (C for

colour) to be an exactly conserved symmetry of strong interactions and this will

be the basis of Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD), see § III.2 .

Thus, if qa is a quark of colour "a" (a = 1,2,3) colour confinement will

demand mesons and baryons to be in either of the following states

*9 f°r mesons

to. he 9*9*9* for baryons

Or.ce again, seen in perspective, the introduction of a new quantum number

to get around the difficulty of violating Fermi-Dirac statistics would seem a rather

ad hoc procedure. As we shall see, howe er, colour is needed for explaining also

other discrepancies between theory and experiment.

11.5,2,2 it0 -* 27 decay

In 1949, Steinberger [36] calculated the ir° -» 27 decay in the one-loop approxi-

mation (Fig. 25) obtaining the result g7/4ir = 14.6

[36] J. Steinberger: Phys. Rev. J& (1949) 1180.
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T (ir° -» 27) = (a/47r)2.(5/27r)2.m3jm; ~ 13.8 eV {11.71)

in unexpectedly good agreement with the experimental value 7.8 ±1.0 eV given

that this is a strong interaction calculation.

If quarks rather than hadrons should be inserted as intermediate states, one

should redo the calculation keeping the contribution of the first doublet (^ ) only

since ir° is made of just u and d quarks. The coupling must be isospin invariant

and is thus identical to the coupling between nucleons and pions i.e.

9, 9 7s T.ir q

The proton being a uud system, the coupling between ir° and p will be pro-

portional to 5,(1 + 1 — 1) = gq where the numbers in brackets are the values of

J3 = 2/3 for the contributing quarks.

Thus we must have gq = g, the usual pion-nucleon coupling constant and if

the quarks have charge Qjt, the previous evaluation (11.71) can be directly applied

to intermediate quarks by replacing

a2 g2 ~ a2 g2 [E,- (2/J) j Q)\* = a2 g* [(2/3)2 - (1/3)2]2 = 1/9 a2 g2 (11.72)

with the surprising result that the use of quarks as intermediate states rather than

improving the result, makes it worse of a factor 5 as compared with the data!

If, however, quarks come in three colours, the result (11.72) is modified by

ag -» Zag and the original result (11.71) is obtained again (actually, a more so-

phisticated calculation using current algebra [,,7\ gives a rate F(7r0 -* 27) = 7.29

eV in excellent agreement with the experimental value quoted previously).

11.5,2,3 Triangle anomalies

Without entering into any technical detail, let us just state that among the ele-

ments that make a gauge theory not renormalizable is the fact that certain tri-

angular Feynman graphs coupling two photons to axial-vector and pseudo-scalar

currents give non-zero contributions (Fig. 26).

[37] S.L. Adler: Phys. Rev. Ul (1969) 2426
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These contributions, which are known as "triangle anomalies", are exactly
»ero by gauge invariance in OED whereas they are non-ziro in the WSG mode!
unless the following condition is satisfied

E, Q3 = 0 Í//.73)

where the sum include all fermions and Q} is their electric charge.
If now one recalls that in the lepton sector there are the electron and the

muon both negatively charged, the total leptonic contribution is - 2 . If one adds
up the total charge of the u,d,s and c quarks, the result is

,2 1 1 2, 2
V3 3 3 3 ; 3

which comes short of the factor 3 to compensate the leptonic charge unless each
quark comes in three colours in which case the various ierniionic charges exactly
compensate, triangle anomalies do not contributeand the theory is renormalizable.

Notice that the argument continues to hold if we keep into account the heavy
lepton r contribution (charge —1) and, simultaneously, we add also the contribu-
tions of the top quark (Q = 2/3) and of the bottom (Q = —1/3) each, again, in
three colours.

Naturally, that a theory be renormalizable is not in itself a sufficient reason to
introduce a new quantum number but it certaii..y is a strong argument to support
its necessity.

11.5,2,4 The total e+e~ —* hadrons cross section

Perhaps the most convincing argument in favour of colour comes from the com-

parison with the data of the theoretical prediction for the ratio

R = ° [e+e~ 7 ™ "*"*"»> (J/.74)
a (e+e~ >-* /*"*>")

Within the quark model, the above ratio is simply

R = E; Q) (1L,75)

where Qj is the charge squared and, j runs over all species of contributing
quarks and leptons above the p^p~ threshold.
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The contribution of the quark below the charm threshold without colour would

then be

E ^ , , ^ 4 /9+ 1/9+ 1/9 = 2/3

whereas it would be = 3.3 - I = 4.3 if colour (i.e a factor of three times the quark

contribution) is to be taken into account.

The comparison with the data (Fig. 27) leaves no doubt that a much better

agreement is obtained with than without colour.

II.6 Conclusions

The stage is now set to proceed further towards a "theory" of strong interactions

following the indications obtained by handling the electroweak case. We will not

develop this theory but simply give hints of how it has been suggested that one

could proceed.
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PART III

RUDIMENTS OF QCD AND THE SPECTROSCOPY OF HEAVY FI.AVQ

IU. l Introduction

In november 1974 the world of physics was shaken by what has rightly been
termed the physics revolution, i.e. the discovery, made independently by two
groups, of a new huge and very narrow resonance. The first group 33] saw it
(Fig. 28) as an enhancement in the e+e~ mass spectrum in the reaction '

pBe —* e+e~ + anything j

at Brookhaven (naming it J) while the second [39] (Fig. 29) saw it in the reaction j

r e " —» hadrons \

using the SPEAR machine at SLAC (and named it i>). I
Aside from its fairly large mass (~ 3096 MeV fc2), the most astonishing !

property for the J/v' is that while it is a hadronic resonance, it has an extremely j
narrow width, as apparent from Fig. 27. The total width is. in fact ~ 67 KeV f
(with a leptonic width in e+e~ of ~ 4.8 KeV) while the usual hadronic resonances. j
at much lower energies, have widths of several hundred MeV.

The discovery of the JJi> was followed by that of a rich family of nearby states J
and this gave a totally new course to the development of physics since it was soon I
realized that it was indeed the first manifestation of a new charge + | quark, the i
quark (charm) introduced previously. j

In 1977, finally, yet another unexpected narrow resonance at 9.46 GeV/c2 was !

seen at FXAL [40| (and named T) in the reaction

p + (Cu, Pb) -* p+/i~ + anything
i

and soon after in e+e~ it DORIS [41]. Again, the res» a.ince is exceedingly narrow j
compared to its energy and agaiu a whole set of new related states was soon after j

[38] J.J. Aubert et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. 52 (19"4) 1404.
[39] J.E. Augustin et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. J3 (1974) 1406
[40] S. Herb at al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. 22 (1977) 252.
[41] See, for instance: G. Flugge: Proc. XIX Int. Conf. on High Energy Physics,
Tokyo 1973 ed. G. Takeda, p. 743. Tokyo: Physical Society of Japan. j

i
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discovered (the original data from refs. [40], [41] are shown in Fig. 30). Again the

consensus rapidly established was that we witness here the first manifestation of

the presence of ye: another (unexpected!) quark whose charge is —1/3 and which

was named b for bottom or beauty.

Although this new quark was basically unexpected, arguments hinting at its

existence could have been given on the basis of the triangle anomalies mechanism

mentioned earlier (£11.5,2,3). Given, in fact, that a new heavy lepton named tau

had already been discovered in 1975 at SLAC [42], it had become a necessity that

a new family of quarks should exist if the cancellation of triangle anomalies had

to persist in order for the theory to be renormalizable. If, however, quarks go by

doublets, the quark still missing from the scene (named "top") has so far eluded

every attempt of discovery in spite of a decennial hunt.

This failure is almost universally attributed to the large mass of the top; the

present best estimates put it in the range

60<m,<180GeV/c r . {I I I.I)

Many legitimate questions can be asked such as: i) what does exactly "ele-

mentary" mean when attributed to an object, a quark, of a mass larger than 60

GeV,/c2(of 5GeV, c:for the b or even 1.5 GeV/c2for the c, for that matter)?, ii)

How many families of quarks should we expect to find? and iii) where is the elusive

top?

Concerning the discovery of these heavy flavours (charm, bottom) an interest-

ing observation is that all these discoveries have been mad with hadronic machines

where the width resolution is poor and these resonances are seen spread over a

much larger value than their widths, whereas the careful study of the spectro-

scopic properties has then been performed at e+e~ machines where one sits with

the beam energy at exactly the resonating mass. Needless to say, the latter step

is possible only for resonances with quantum numbers Jpc = 1 when the dom-

inant contribution is due to a virtual photon exchange (this is the case for both

the J/v and the T).

Another interesting consideration is that by now the Jjv is so well studied and

such a prominent signal that it is often used for calibra* :on in several experimental

instances.

[42] M. Perl et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. & (1975) 1489.
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III.2 Rudiments of QCD

Quantum Chromo Dynamics fQCD) is by now a full ?.^r':ij-A theorv credited.

almost universally, to be the theory of strong interactions. The proof for this,

unfortunately, is still lacking due to the mathematical complexities of the theory.

Such a proof will require a (convincing) demonstration that quarks are indeed

confined as a consequence of colour being exactly conserved (so that ordinary

hadrons should be colour singlets).

QCD is a non Abelian gauge theory built in analogy with QED where NF( > 5)

flavored quarks, each coming in three colours are the analogue of the electron

and the exactly conserved colour quantum number is the analogue of the electric

charge. One is thus led to assume SU(3)c as the natural symmetry group and this

requires the introduction of eight massless coloured gauge vector bosons (gluons)

to mediate the strong interaction.

Due to colour conservation, quarks and gluons are not expected to be seen as
free particles but their existence has several consequences some of which will be
discussed in what follows.

For a more complete introduction to this subject, the interested reader is
referred to specialized t.xtbooks [43].

The formal analogy between QED and QCD is

QED QCD

electron = * color triplets of Nf flavored quarks

photon ==> color octects of r assless vector bosons (gluons)

charge =*• colour

Colour, like charge, cannot be destroyed but, contrary to charge, physical

states must be colourless (i.e. colour singlets). The theory is supposed to possess

the property of colour confinement (partially convincing support for this comes

from lattice gauge theories) while it is known to possess the remarkable prop-

erty of asymptotic freedom. This implies that for interactions between quarks at

increasingly short distances, i.e. for increasing momentum transfers, the theory

[43] See, for instance:' I.V. Andreev: Chromodynamics and Hard Processes at

High Energy;Moscow(1981)ed.Nanka. F.J.Yudurain:Quantum Chromodynamics;

New York(1983)ed Springer B.L.Ioffe,L.N.Lipatov and V.A.Khoze:Hard Processes;

Amsterdam (19S4) ed. North Holland.
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looks more and more like a free field theory without interactions. This, in essence,

is the justification of the parton model '44j.

To understand how asymptotic freedom comes about, let us simply state that

in the case of non-Abelian gauge theories, such as QCD, certain vertex connections

can be summed to all orders with the result that what would normally be regarded

as the strong interaction coupling constant is replaced by a function of the mass

of the virtual gluon attached to the vertex; this function is usually referred to as

"the running coupling constant".

Specifically, one can show that the running coupling constant which plays the

role of an effective coupling constant, in perturbation theory is given by

where g2/4ir = a # ( l ) is the physical coupling constant and b depends on the group

structure. For SU(Z)c

where Nf is the number of the active flavours at the energy under consideration.

If N/ < 16 we see that at(Q
2/A7) is and remains positive for all Q2 > A2

(A2 being the cut off of the theory) and, moreover, tends to zero as (friQ'/A2)"1

with increasing Q2.

The opposite happens in QED where b is always negative so that QED is not

an asymptotically free theory. The difference between these behaviour lies exactly

in the non-Abelian nature of QCD and can be traced to the self interaction of

gluons.

Formally, the QCD Lagrangian can be written(ignoring quark masses)as

L = -\G%,G"" + « * Í 7 M ( ^ " ) < ; * (f-4)

where the generalized field tensor for non- \belian gauge theories is

G% = d^Ai - ÔVA; + gfahcA^Al (III.5)

(44] R.P.Feynman:Proceedings 3rd Topical Conference on High Energy Collisions

of Hadrons. Stonybrook, X.Y. 1979 cd C.N. Yanget al. p 237, New York: Gordon

k Breach.
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in which: i) (i and v are usual Lorentz indices: ii) o,6,c arc colour SU(Z)c indices

a = 1 , . . . 8 ; iti) /aic are the structure constar.'.s of the group, i.e. the generators

obey

iv) rffj are quark spinor fields where j = 1,2,3 labels the quark colour and v) the

covariant derivatives are

(D^ij = tijdp — igL*jA^(acting on quark fields)

D* = í 6 c ^ - s/«&c^(acting on gluons) (M~)

where La are 3 x 3 matrices representing the eight generators Ta. For the octet

representation of SD'(3) they are just one-half the Gell Mann matrices Xa.

The equations of motion are

for the gluon field, where the current is

and

fti^igLWVj (///.IO)

for the quarks.

If the WSG model is extended to cover the hadronic sector, its group structure

would then be

SU{3)e x SU{2) x 17(1) (HIM)

and one would thus obtain a unification for strong, electromagnetic and weak

interactions.

Such a possibility has given rise in the near past to a tremendous flow of

theoretical papers towards a theory of ground unification (GUT) of all forces. The

simplest such theory (minimal SU(5)) would suggest the unification of the various

interactions to occur at the fabulously high energies of ~ 10IS GeV (see Fig. 31)

predicting, among other things, the proton to decay with a lifetime rp ~- lOilys.

The present experimental limits rp > \037ys rule out such a minimal scheme but
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do not exclude more exotic GUT's where Tp can well be above 10J3y5. As it

may already be a fairly difficult task, experimentally, to reach such a limit, other

unusual events rich, as neutrino oscillations may be more promising signals but we

will not discuss these topics here.

Since its early days, QCD has developed enormously; very grossly speaking.

one distinguishes between perturbative and non-perturbative QCD.

IU.2,1 Some comments on perturbative QCD.

Perturbative QCD is just very difficult to handle but does not present special

conceptual difficulties. The basic idea behind perturbative QCD is that if its

seroth order is represented by the naive parton model whose regime is reached in

the limit of large momentum transfer Q7, one could proceed by usual Feynman-like

techniques to evaluate first, second and so on corrections even though this becomes

soon exceedingly cumbersome. Several general predictions have been made within

perturbative QCD such as the so-called leading behaviour in large pr reactions,

calculation of moments of structure functions, evaluation of the running coupling

constant and so on.

The latter point can serve as an illustration [45] of how things have improved

from the early days of QCD.

The statement that is usually made in this field: V.QCD * 200 MeV" is

not sufficiently precise by today standards. Consider in fact a,(Q2) in the leading

log(XO) and next to leading log(JVX) approximations (technically we shall operate

in the so called A/5 renormalization scheme):

(LO) a,«?J) = , t , _ ' (///.12>

where
33 - 2ft/

* ' - - l 2 T t

., _ 153 - 19ft/
' " 2)r(33 - 2ft»

[45] G. Altarelli: Invited talk at the 5th Meeting on Particle Phenomenology.

Torino (Italy) 7-9 11/198S.
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and Nj is the number of flavours. If we use (111.12,13,14) to evaluate a , for

instance at Q — 5GeV\ the values wre get are shown in the following table f»>r the

case of 4 and 5 active flavours respective!/

LO

NL

ifltvors

0.234

0.1 ?4

5/fcVOTJ |

0.255 •

0.206 •

where the procedure to make a, continuous at the various thresholds must

also be specified, for instance

?2) = os{Q
2)9(Q2 -*ml

and « is of order 1. V'e could now assume

2Wa2mi - Q2)

A, = 200 Me V

to that if we set

we have „ ,
1 = btlnQ2/\\

o<(Q3) l i - - - ]

where the constant is — a4{a2ml) = Os(a2mJ).

Alternatively we could hare assumed

and set

to have

-f- const.
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Quite obviously, for the same physics (i.e. the same value of OPHYS (*<?•

(III.15)), A4 5̂  / 5. In particular, the following comparison can be drawn; in order

to get the same physics we may have

A4(Mer) or A^MeV)

160 ^ 90

260 ^ 170

360 ^ 250

or, roughly, A5 '-aries between O.6A4 to 0.7Av

As a further illustration of how practically difficult to handle perturbative

QCD may be, let us recall that a recent calculation (Gorishny, Kataev, and Larin)

gives the ratio R to third order in a, as:

Using a = 0.132 (at Q = 34 GeV) one finds

R = 3 ] T Q2 [1 + 0.042 + 0.0025 + 00043]

where the contributions to the various orders of a/ir (from zeroth to third power)

are explicitly given. Notice that, barring the possibility of computational mistakes

in (III.15), the third order contribution exceeds the second order one. Where one

presumed to have ~ 1% correction, one finds several percents! Quite an unpleasant

situation.

IH.2,2 Some comments on non-perturbative QCD.

As for what has been called "the dark area of non-perturbatwe QCD" [46] the

difficulties here are many and varied ranging from technical to highly conceptual.

The area of physics covered is extremely vast going from the low pt hadronic

physics briefly discussed in part I to the search for confinement and hadronization

[46] L. Van Hove: Invited talk at the 5th Meeting on Particle Phenomenology,

Torino (Italy) 7-9/11/1983
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to the "ultra-soft" new effects at exceedingly low pt values (pt < 50 MeV/c). We

will not even attempt to get into these subjects but merely borrow from rcf. [4Cj

an enumeration of open problems in non perturbative QCD which v.e list without

any comment

A) Strong CP violation. QCD vacuum.

B) QCD structure of nucleon spin.

C) Hadron spectroscopy; glueballs.

D) Hadrons decays, especially weak decay (AT = l/2,e',B - B).

E) Multihadron production (leptonic, hadionic, nuclear); Overabundant data: how

does one go to extract information?

F) Non perturbative dynamics of part on production: confinement ar.d hadroniza-

tion.

Concerning non perturbative QCD, two quite different lines of approach are

at least worth recalling here: i) QCD sum rules and [47] ii) lattice calculations

[48].

In the first approach, one strives to calculate various low-energy hadronic

properties (masses, decay widths, form factors etc.) with sum rules that use

asymptotic freedom and some non-perturbative information about the structure

of the QCD vacuum. The sum rules relate properties of physical states at small

time-like values of Q2 to the behaviour in the perturbative region of large, negative

space-like Q2. Ultimately, reliable calculation were performed giving reasonable

results for meson spectroscopy, glueballs etc. whereas the situation is not so clean

for baryon spectroscopy (not surprisingly being a more complex system).

Much more widely pursued is the lattice QCD approach whose origin goes

back & long way [49] and where the literature is extremely vast [50'.

[47] M.A. Shifman, A.I. Vainshtein and V.I. Zackharov: Nuch. Phys. fil47 (1978)

385,448,519.
[48] See, for instance: L.J. Reinders, H. Rubinstein and S.Y. Azachi: Phys. Rep.

122 (1985) 1.
[49] F.J. Wegner: J. Math. Phys. 12 (1971) 2259; K.G. Wilson: Phys Rev. DJO

(1974) 2445.
[50] See, for instance, M. Creutz: Quarks, gluons and lattices; Cambridge Univ.

Pres* (1983); C. Rebbi: Lattice gauge theories and Monte Carlo Simulations; Sin-

gapore World Scientific (1983); J. Kogut: Rev. Mod. Phys. 22 (1983)775;

M. Creutz, L. Jacobs and C. Rebbi: Phys. Rep. 9_5_ (19S3) 201.
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In this approach, Feynman's path integral formulation of quantum field theory

is used, space time variables are discretized so that functional integrals are trans-

formed into sums and convergence is insured through Wick's rotation to imaginary

values of time. Noc-perturbative vacuum expectation values (such as masses) over

a lattice with a given lattice spacing "a" and a given coupling constant "</" are

calculated with Monte Carlo techniques. Clearly the values obtained depend on

both "a" and ngn and the approach to the continuum is "restored" by letting

"a" —» 0 i.e. by taking smaller and smaller values of "a" hoping that this gives a

convergent result. Larger and larger lattices are needed to gain confidence in the

result and a special generator of computers is being constructed for the specific

goal of lattice calculations.

Here we shall simply state some of the most interesting results which are

believed to have been derived within this approach (but some of these are still

controversial).

i) Abelian systems {U{\) group) show a confining phase in the strong coupling

regime and a non confining continuum limit. This is the case of quantum electro-

dynamics and these results conform to the expectations.

ii) Non Abelian groups (SU(X) groups) seem to confine at large separation dis-

tances while behaving as asymptotically free at small distances. Although this

conclusion rests on numerical considerations only, its importance is obvious being,

so far, the only realistic evidence of confinement for non Abeiian gauge theories.

iii) There is a uroad series of calculations of glueball masses (see Table 3) and on

the QCD parameter A. All these calculations are not unreasonable in the sense

that they compare well with other kinds of results (from bags, potentials, QCD

sum rules) and A is found where it should roughly be (a few hundred MeV).

iv) Hadron masses have been calculated within lattice QCD for a variety of par-

ticles. Usually the p and ir masses are reputed to be reliably calculated in this

approach and they are used to fix the values of the scale parameter and of the

quark mass. The proton mass turns out to be too large and the A - p mass dif-

ference too small but quark loop contributions have not been evaluated and they

are expected to be non negligible.

v) The behaviour of the potential between two static sources has been estimated

and found to be compatible with a Coulomb-like behaviour at small distances

which turns into a linear form at large separations (see Fig. 32). It has also been

claimed that rotational invariance is restored as the lattice spacing decreases.
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Better numerical algorithms and the advent of ad hoc parallel computers

should lead to a qualitative improvement of our understanding of the non-perturba-

tive aspects of QCD.

IH.3 The spectroscopy of heavy flavours.

111.3,1 The present situation.

The present status of the cc states is summarized in Fig. 33 while Fig. 34 shows

the case of 66. In both cases the various (electromagnetic and strong) transitions

are shown with their rates. So are shown the masses, the thresholds for open

decays and the Jpc quantum numbers of the various states.

Important information come from the study of the inclusive photon spectrum

in a radiative decay. As an example, the Crystal Ball data for the case

^'(3686) —> 7x

e+e~

are shown in Fig. 35. The resolution of the ij>' bump into the various P states

(x)is quite neat. This example also illustrates the difficulties one encounters in

analyzing states other than JPC = 1 with an e+e~ machine. While in fact the

e+e~ yields are dominated by the one photon exchange so that 1 states are

obtained copiously (being these the quantum numbers of a photon) (see Fig., 36)

all the states with different quantum numbers (such as 0"+ or 0" i '+ , l+ + ,2+ +)

can only be obtained via an electromagnetic decay. This limitation is, of course,

absent if we start from a pp collider where all the above quantum numbers are

directly accessible (but in this case the difBculty is, of course, how to distinguish

the various final states).

One consequence of this state of affairs is the rather limited amount of infor-

mation still available on the widths of the different cc and bb states. The present

data are summarized in Table 4 for 1 cc states. Only limits or very rough values

are known for other states (Table 5), whereas only poorly known branching ratios

are available for the bl case (Table 6).
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IH.3,2 A brief introduction to hidden charmonium.

After the discovery of the J/V» resonance [38,39]; one of the various suggestions

that was immediately made was that this could be first manifestation of cc bound

state or "hidden charm state".

This proved indeed the correct suggestion and the main argument in its favour

is the extreme smallness of the width which we have already commented upon

(§111.1).

If, indeed, we have a mesonic resonance and this decays into a qq pair, it is

known that hadronic reactions that proceed via "disconnected" quark diagrams

are strongly suppressed when compared to cases of "connected" quark diagrams.

! Such an empirical rule is known as the OZI rule [51] which was proposed to explain

an analogous case i.e. why the si bound state known as # is such that the <f> —* 3tr

decay is so drastically suppressed compared to 4> ~» K+K~.

[ The case is illustrated in Fig. 37 where (37a) is the OZI forbidden and (37b)

I the OZI allowed decay respectively.

! That the <f> width (r <- 4 MeV) is a factor of 20-50 smaller than a typical

| hadronic decay width is, in turn, due to the fact that the decay <f> —> KK has very

little phase space available since the <f> mass (~ 1020 MeV) is barely above the

KK threshold.

Similarly if the 7/^(3097) is a cc bound state its decay should proceed as in

Fig. 38 where, again, the disconnected contributions (Fig. 38a, b) leading to the

decay into ordinary mesons should be drastically suppressed compared with the

decay into a system of c'larmed-anticharmed mesons (Fig. 38c).

The point is, however, that contrary to the case of <f> decay, the D D threshold

lies above the J/ij? mass so that the only possible decays are strictly OZI forbidden.

Actually as one sees from Fig. 33, not only the J/if>(3097) tut also the ^'(3686) is

below the DD threshold so that its decay width is also extremely narrow (F, ~ 2

KeV and I\ - 0.2 MeV).

This is an extremely interesting and entirely new situation: we have reso-

nances made of hadronic constituents (quarks) that can only decay via OZI for-

bidden processes. Even more exciting is the case of bl bound states where 3

resonances are very narrow their masses lying below the BE threshold (Fig. 34).

[51] S. Okubo: Phys.Lett. 5. (1963) 165; G. Zweig: CERN preprint Th 412 (1964);

J. lizuka: Prog. Theor. Phys. 3 7 - 3 8 (1966) 21.
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Even more spectacular promises to be the case of ti bound states where, depending

on the top quark mass, as many as seven states may turn out to be "stable" i.e.

below threshold.

A summary is shown in Table 7 where all states below threshold are numbered.

Aside from their masses, decay widths, etc., the properties of the J/^> can

be very quickly summarised by saying that it is a JPC = 1 state (as already

remarked this is what one expects from Fig. 36) and it turns out to be a IG = 0"

state. The same conclusions hold for the ^'(3686).

One may ask what is, at least qualitatively, the interpretation of the OZI rule

in QCD terms. An OZI forbidden decay, by definition, has final state quark lines

disconnected from initial state ones. Thus, the only way the initial qq state (ss

or cc or 66) can interact with the final state quarks is by gluon exchange. One

gluon exchange is ruled out by colour conservation. Two gluons can give a colour

singlet but give rise to a charge conjugation eren state which could not couple to

a 1 state such as the J/if>- Thus, the minimal number of gluons that must be

exchanged to give rise to a Jpc = 1 state is three and Fig. 38 must accordingly

be redrawn with an odd number of three (or more!) gluon lives connecting the

initial to the final states.

111.3,3 Survey of quarkonia models

Several theoretical attempts have been made to come to terms with the case

of quarkonia.

The most ambitious of these attempts, lattice QCD, in the so - called

"quenched" or "valence" approximation, has suggested an interaction that grows

seemingly linearly at increasir* distances (see fig. 32). At smaller distances, a 1/r

correction is not ruled out but first of all, far from well established and, secondly, it

is of course not at all clear that this represents a one-gluon exchange contribution.

In a string model, for instance, a 1/r correction to a linear potential comes from

transverse vibrations of the string.

Also sum rule techniques have been applied to study the quarkonia or heavy qq

bound states but by far the simplest approach is an old fashioned potential model

which becomes more and more reliable the larger is the mass of the constituent

quarks because in the limit m f —» oo a simple non relativistic Srhrodinger picture

is a plausible description of a qq bound state.
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It suffices to say that with most every potential model used in the literature,

rdativistic corrections of up to ~ 20% are expected for cc states whereas they are

only few percents for W [52].

Aside from relativistic corrections, other major complications in dealing with

potential models are spin corrections.

We are not going to dwell into these matters (which are still quite unsettled)

and refer the interested reader to some of the review papers [53] of the existing

literature.

m . 3 , 4 Highlights of potential model approaches to quarkonia.

Bound state problems cannot be studied in perturbation theory whereas, so

far, continuum gauge theories can only be treated in perturbation theory. It seems

as if there is a mismatch between field theory and the bound state problem.

Let us first recall how the positronium bound state problem is discussed in

the simpler QED case. First, we use perturbation theory to calculate a scattering

amplitude between electron and positron. Then we identify a potential which

gives that amplitude in the Born approximation. Last, we use that potential in a

wave equation like the Schrodinger equation and solve for the bound state energy

levels. Decay rates are calculated perturbatively as the transition matrix elements

between the various bound state levels.

In lowest perturbation order, the QED potential arises from one-photon ex-

change. This potential contains a static part (the Coulomb potential) and non-

static v7/c7 corrections known as the Fermi-Breit corrections. These include a

spin-spin interaction, a spin-orbit interaction, a tensor interaction and a spin-

independent velocity-dependent term.

The above procedure fails in QCD which is a non-Abelian theory because

its running coupling constant becomes very small at small distances (asymptotic

freedom) while it increases unboundedly at large distances. Therefore, perturba-

tion theory can only be of some help at extremely small distances. The value of r

beyond which perturbative QCD cannot be used is determined by the confinement

•cale A (the QCD cut-off) which is of order ~ 200MeV.

[52] D.B. Lichtenberg, E. Predazzi, R. Roncaglia, M. Rosso and J.G. Wills: Zeit.

Í. Phys. C.
[53] See, for instance, D.B. Lichtenberg: Int. J. Mod. Phys. A (19S7)
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The potential, however, appears to deviate 'substantially from the lowest-

order perturbative result (arising from one-gluon exchange) at considerably smaller

distances due to the process of hadronization which starts being relevant beyond

distances of ~ 0.1 - 0.2/m [54].

By construction a potential should be flavour independent. This, however, is

only true qualitatively.

In spite of these limitations, reasonably good qualitative agreement with the

data is obtained with a whole variety of potentials. This good qualitative agree-

ment and its quantitative limitations are reviewed in some detail in Ref. f52j.

Unable (by definition!) to deal with truly relativistic potential model formula-

tions of bound state problems, people have contrived to "derive" certain relativistic

variations of the Schrodinger equation.

Let us first classify the various equations used in the literature as "non-

relativistic" or as "relativistic" in the sense of embodying "relativistic kinematics"

[55]. Both kinds are assumed to obey the eigenvalue problem

H* = £ * (J//.16)

(where, however, H itself may depend on E).

Equations with relativistic kinematics are obtained from the non-relativistic

ones when, in the absence of interaction, one relates the energy E and the square

of the 3-momentum p2 of both interacting particles in the cm. by the expression

E = [mj + T
7f2 + (m| + p2)1'2 (111.17)

where mj and m2 are the particle masses.

Several interesting types of information on the level ordering and related ad-

missible interactions have been proved by Martin and collaborators [56] which we

simply review here.

From the general theory of Sturm-Liouville problems we have:

(54) J.L. Basdevant, I. Bediaga, E. Predazzi and J. Tiomno: Nud. Phys. B294

(1987) 1054,1071
[55] D.B. Lichtenberg, E. Predazzi and C. Rossetti: Zeit. f. Phys. £42 (1988) 357.
[56] B. Baumgartner, H. Grosse and A. Martin: Phys. Lett. 146B (1984) 363.

H. Grosse and A. Maitin: Phys. Lett. 13JB (1984) 368; A.K. Common: J. Phys.

M S (1985) 2219; A.K. Common and A. Martin: J. Phys. A2) (19S7) 4247.
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Theorem 1: For a given (, the energy increases with increasing n.

Theorem 2: For a given n, the energy increases with increasing (.

Theorem 3: Let r be the magnitude of the separation between the two particles

and let the potential U be function of r only. If for all r > 0

V2U>0 then En+1,t> En,t+1 (J7/.18)

while if
V 2 i /<0 then En+u < £Jn,/+1 (///.19)

the equality holding for the Coulomb potential.

Theorem 4: If for all r > 0

T~^->* then En+1.t > £„,,+, (7//.20)
or T QT

while if

- £ - ^ < 0 then EB+M <EnM7 (7//.21)
or T orT

the equality holding for the harmonic oscillator potential.

Theorem 5: For power low potentials

U = art -l<b<2 ab>0 {111.22)

one has

En+7j» + Enfi < 2En+i,0 (7/7.23)

If b = 2 eq. (777.23) becomes an equality while the inequality is reversed if b > 2.

It has been conjectured (bu* not proven, though no counterexamples have

been worked out) that the inequality (111.23) holds for all concave downward po-

tentials, i.e. for potentials such that for all r > 0

êVlir"1 < O. (777.24)

The relevance of this conjecture lies in the belief that all QCD-type of poten-

tials have the above mentioned property.

When relativistic kinematics is used (in the sense of using eq. (777.17) rather

than its non-relativistic limit, we have the following modifications:

i) for a given eigenvalue, the energy of the relativistic expression is less than the

corresponding non relativistic limit. If, in fact, A is an eigenvalue, the energy of
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the relativistic expression is less than the corresponding non-relativistic limit. If,
in fact, A is an eigenvalue of (III.16), from (III.17) we find the non relativistic
limit

E = m, + m2+ A/2/i [111.25)

(where p is the reduced mass) to be compared with

£ = (m?-M)1 /2 + (™2 + ^ ) 1 / 2 (///.26)

in the relativistic case.
ii) The energy eigenvalues have the same ordering relativistically and non-relativis
tically. All previous theorems (1-5) hold therefore unchanged,
iii) In particular, if two energy levels are degenerate non-relativistically, they re-
main so using relativistic kinematics. This is clearly a weakness of the approach
since truly relativistic approaches (Dirac or Klein-Gordon) break certain degen-
eracies of the Schrodinger equation.

One concludes [52] that potential models describe pretty well the general
structure of levels in both cc and even better in bb. This conclusion holds true
quite irrespective of the specific form of equation used and of potential employed
so long as the vector part behaves as some inverse power r~b (with 1/2 < b < 1)
simulating gluon exchange whereas the scalar part provides confinement and grows
with some power r*(l/2 < b < 1) so that a typical "QCD-motivated" potential
has the form

U = V + S = cr-i + arb {111.27)

The disagreement arises when one attempts a quantitative comparison [52]
and one can trace its origin to an inadequate treatment of i) spin corrections; ii)
relativistic corrections; iii) velocity dependent corrections; iv) flavour dependent
corrections; v) coupled channel corrections. [A

III.4 Mass limits for Higgs bosons from T radiative decays

The following topic does not belong to quarkonia physics per se. However,
it is included in here because it is a very good application of heavy quarkonia
as a tool to search for new particles and exotics. Specifically, consider the Higgs
boson, which is needed by the standard model but whose mass is not defined by
the theory. In the present theoretical scenario, especially with recent studies of
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supersymmetric models, the existence of Higgs bosons of light masses [57] of the

order of a few GeV would be welcome.

Due to the very weak coupling of the Higgs boson to electrons, one docs not

expect significant production of these bosons at e+e~ colliders. Thus the principal

means to search for them is in the radiative decays of the T's: T(nS) -» f+IIiggs.

Their decay rate, in terms of the two muon rate, is given by; [58]

here i is unity in the minimal standard model with only one physical, neutral

Higgs state. For models with more Higgs', x = {fr\)I{fo) where (^1,2) ,are vacuum

expectation values of the Higgs fields. QCD radiative corrections [59] reduce the

branching ratio by a factor of ~ 2.

The search for these low branching ratio, monochromatic high energy photons

depends crucially on extremely good photon resolution and large amounts of inte-

grated luminosity. The negative results from CUSB's searches in 3 x 105T" decays

and 4 x 105T decays combine to yield the bounds shown in figure 39. Note that

a lower bound on the mass of the neutral Higgs for the standard minimal Higgs

picture (z = 1) now exists, even taking into account QCD radiative corrections.

The limit is M3
X > 3.9 GeV at 90% confidence level. We await the next generation

experiments to set higher mass bounds, or better, to find a positive signal.

III.5 Open charm decay.

The lifetime of charmed pseudoscalar mesons are evaluated, in the naive par-

ton model, assuming that the process is dominated by the decay of the charmed

quark with the other quarks acting as spectators (Fig. 40).

In this case, all lifetime of pseudoscalar charmed mesons should be the same.

The data, however, are in striking disagreement with this naive expectation.

[57] J. Ellis et al.: Phys. Lett. 15Sfi (1985) 417
[58] F. Wilczek: Phys Rev. Lett. 40. (1988) 220; S. Weinberg: Phys. Rev. Lett. 4Q

(1978) 223.
[59] M.I. Vysotsky: Phys. Lett. 2±fi (1980) 159; P. Nason: Phys. Lett. 175JB

(1986) 223.
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The present situation is largely dominated by experiment E631 at FNAL [60:

and is summarized in Table 8. From this, we see that

(7/7.28)

(III.29)

(///.30)

: r(Z>° : T ( 0 + ) ~ 10: 4.2 :4.8

Similarly, from the naive model one expects

BR(D+ -»ivX) * BR(D° -»ivX)

(where X is any hadronic state) while experimentally one has

BR(D+ -»IvX) ~ (17.0 ± 1.9 ± 0.7)%

BR{D0 -* IvX) ~ (7.5 ± 1.1 ± 0.4)%

which follows from (7/7.28) if

T{D' -* tvX) ~ r(7>+ - IvX).

Presumably, the assumption that the Qq system representing a charmed me-

son can be treated as a pair of free Qq is not reasonable when the separation

between the Q and q becomes sizeable which may be the case for the non-leptonic

decay (here, Q and q denote the heavy and light quarks respectively). In this

case "non-spectator" diagrams must surely be important. Examples are [54]: W-

exchanges (Fig. 41) and W-annihilation (Fig. 42).

Other mechanisms have been proposed to account for the above discrepancies

between theory and experiment such as a destructive interference (due to Fermi

statistics) between the spectator and the decay product d quark in the D+ decay

which would not affect D" or 7J+.

This mechanism leaves us with the prediction r{D°) ~ T ( D ^ ) which is not

incompatible with the data in Table 8. However, detailed calculations [61] show-

that the mechanism is less effective than expected. Other suggestions can be found

in refs. [62] [63].

[60] J. Anjos et ai.: Phys. Rev. Lett. ££ (1986) 311,1318.
[61] G. Altarelli and L. Maiani: Phys. Lett. 118B (1982)414
[62] A.J. Buras, J.M. Gerard and R. Rückel: Nucl. Phys. 2SâB (1PS6) 16.
[63] A.M. Kama]: Phys. Rev. 23J> (1986) 1344.
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The evidence in favour of the importance of non-spertator diagrams is sup-

ported by the recent observation [64] [65] [66] of

which can only occur Tia. W-exchange [67] [68] unless higher order diagrams are

giving an unexpectedly large contribution.

The theory of charmed meson decays is, at this point, still in a somewhat

unsatisfactory state whereas that of B-decay has, essentially, no data yet with

which to niake comparisons.

m . « What is missing.

In spite of the information already available, several measurements are still

quite necessary in the cc sector and, a fortiori, in the W one (not to mention the

as yet undiscovered it states).

Confining ourselves to the cc states, the spin splitting of some of the lower

states is still either totally or essentially unknown. Thus, for instance, we lack

information on the states 'P^l*") , M»i(2~) , 1D3{2-+), 3D3(Z") which could

help differentiating among different theoretical models.

Also very poorly known is the lowest mass (n = 1) splitting 35i - 1 5» (i.e.

J/tp — IJC) due to the spin-spin forces and, even more so, the next one (n = 2) (i.e.

Very useful to discriminate among potential models would be the measure-

ment of 6*Si, and 735] states where conspicuous differences are predicted accord-

ing to the choice of the power of the confining term in (///.27)(see ref.[52j).

Next, widths are very poorly measured or unknown (except for J/i> and if>').

For instance, at the lowest order

Ic -» 7 7 )

[64] H. Albrecht et al.: Phys. Lett. 15Jfi (1985) 525.
[65] P. Avery et al.: Proc. Lepton Photon Symposium; Kyoto (1985).
(66) R.M. Baltrusaitis et al.: SLAC PUB 3858 (1985).
[67] LI. Bigi and M. Fukugita: Phy». Lett. 9 I£ (1980) 121.
[68] I. Bediaga and E. Predazzi: Phys. Lett. WR (1987) 131.
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if first-order perturbative QCD corrections are taken into account, we find

c -» 77) c - 77)

while the experimental limit is

7c - » 7 7 )
e+e~)

txp

^ ^ A • * • ^ ^ ^ • • *

Similarly, one has

whereas

77) = ~ ~ 7.6 x 10"*
9a*

77) . r(X 2->7 7)

to be compared with the experimental limit

( }

A lot of work both experimental and theoretical is needed in this field.
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PART IV

DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING AND NUCLEAR EFFECTS

IV.l Introduction

It has been known for a long time now that hadroas are composite structures.

That nadei are composite of nucleons has of course been conjectured since the

early days of nuclear physics but the detailed account of their properties has only

been possible in the mid fifties when highly-penetrating weakly-interacting probes

(electrons in this case, leptons in general) became available [69].

The technology has improved dramatically but lepton beams have remained

the chief means of exploration of hadronic targets.

With more and more energetic (i.e. more and more penetrating) beams,the

hadronic structure has been probed in deeper and finer details. In the late sixties

this has led to the experimental proof that hadrons are made of partons[70].

Since those days, what has come to be known as Deep Inelastic Scattering

(DIS) has been an exceedingly fruitful field of research which has led, among other

results, to the celebrated EMC effect [71] and to the fundamental measurements

on the proton spin [72] which we are going to discuss in the following.

Deep Inelastic Scattering is the inclusive scattering of an incoming lepton of

four-momentum fc off an initial hadron of four-momentum p. The final lepton only

is detected, i.e. the process is

h(p) -» l'(K') + Xtf) (IV.l)

where the energy transferred u — E — E and the invariant momentum transfer

q2=s{K-K')3<0 (JV.2)

become increasingly large to that the incident lepton probes finer and finer details

of the hadron (hopefully, down to its elementary constituents).

[69] R. Hofctadter: Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sá. 1 (1957) 231.
[70] See, for instance: W.K.H. Panofsky in Proceeding of the 14th Int. Conf. on

High Energy Physics, Vienna; CERN Scientific Inf. Service (1968) p.23
[71] J.J. Auberl et al., EMC, Phys. Lett. £122 (1983) 275.
[72] Aihman et al., EMC, Phys. Lett. fi2J2fi (1988) 364.
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In what follows we will consider the case of unpólarized initial particles and

the initial hadron will be either a nucleon or a nucleus.

By now DIS is a rather standard topic for which we refer the interested reader

to both introductory textbooks [20] or to advanced courses [73]

Throughout this paper, ref. [20] will be used as the general reference book.

Here, we limit ourselves to a rather sketchy presentation of the subject.

In the laboratory frame one defines (Fig. 43)

E = the energy of the incoming lepton.

E' = the energy of the final lepton.

v = E - E' = the virtual photon energy.

y = v/E — the fraction of energy carried away by the virtual
photon.

a
Q2 = —ç1 ~ AEE' sin2 - = the virtual photon mass squared.

(/K3)

rV.2,1 Electron-muon scattering

Pedagogical motivations [74] suggest that we begin by the fictitious problem of

electron-muon elastic scattering i.e. from the collision of two elementary fermions.

The notation is the same as in Fig. 43 except that the bunch of final hadronic lines

of overall four-momentum p' is now simply the outgoing muon i.e. an elementary

particle on the mass shell.

Standard Feynman rules give the amplitude

M ~ [ ^

Taking the modulus squared of the amplitude, multiplying by the appropriate

phase «pace and flux factors (see formula Bl of Appendix B of Bjorken and Drell

[75], one finds that the differential cross-section for the electron to be scattered

[73] R.L. Jaffc: Lectures at the 1985 Los Alamo* School, MIT report CTP 1261

(1985).
[74] F.E. Close: An Introduction to Quarks and Partons; London: Academic

(1979).
[75] J.D. Bjorken and S.D. Drell: Relativistic Quantum Mechanics, New York

(1964), M-Graw-Hill.
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into a solid angle dil and final energy range E* -* E1 + iE' in the LAB frame is

as?
where a is the fine structure constant.

For our elastic reaction E' is of course fixed by energy-momentum conserva-
tion, but to facilitate comparison with later formulae we have hidden the energy
«-function inside Wa*[?,?).

The tensors Lap(ete), Wa*(ftjt) come from averaging over initial spins and
summing over final spins in the factors arising from the electron and muon vertices
when (IV.4) is squared, thus

initial final
apis* i

2
= 2{kak'$ + k'ak, -ga,(k • k' - ml)}.

For Wap(ft,p) we have a similar expression, except that we include in it the
energy conserving i-function present in tPv/dildE'. Thus we have

iaiti»! final F o

•pin «pin

We can rewrite the energy conserving i-function as follows. Since p'9 is posi-

tive,

~ í ( r i - po - ft) = í(pi - Po - Í»)(PÍ + P» + 9o)>

and since f = p + ç the RHS of (/V.7) is just

? - (P + 9)2> = *{m» - (mj + q7 + 2p •,)}
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which clearly shows its invariant character.
Carrying out the scalar product and keeping in mind that we shall always be

in a region of high energies and momentum transfers where we can neglect the
electron mass we write q2 2: — 2k • k' and we get

where we have grouped terms that will later simplify.
In the LAB frame, we have defined {IV.3)t/ = E - E1 as the energy transfer

from the electrons to the target. The target muon being at rest we have also

{farther, if 8 is the LAB scattering angle of the electron

g* = -2fe - k' = -2EE1 + 2* • Í ' ~ -AEE1 sin' | = - Q 2 (ÍV.10)

Then (IV.8) can be written

f 1 v 1 1
L*a(e,e)nra*(/i,/0 = UmlEE1 cos* -9 + sin2 -81 S(2q-p- Q2) (IV.ll)

L 2 trip 2 J

If we substitute in (/V.5) and use (/V.9), the cross section in the LAB becomes

o*
= 4E2 sin4 \t

where we have used the fact that 6{az) — \
It must be stressed that (7V.12) holds in the LAB frame where the target

muon is at rest.
If we are interested in the differential cross-section into angle </fl we can

integrate (7V.12) over E\ being careful to remember that Q2 depends on E' when
$ is held fixed (see (/V.10)), to obtain

The above is just the Mott cross-section i.e. the cross-section for the scattering
of a spin \ particle in the Coulomb field off a massive (spinless) target with an extra
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factor which arises (i) because the target has spin f and there is a contribution

due to the magnetic interaction between electron and muon, and (ii) because the

target has finite mass and recoils.

In the above, the electron and moon are treated as point-like spin | Dirac par-

ticles and thus possess only the intrinsic magnetic moments of magnitude eA/2m.c

and eh/Tm^e respectively. We now generalize to electron-proton scattering where

the proton will be allowed an additional, i.e. anomalous magnetic moment and will

not be considered point-like. The study of elastic ep scattering will set the stage

for the remarkable and unexpected results that we shall find when we investigate

inefastic ep scattering.

IV.2,2 Elastic electron-nuclear scattering

Much effort has been expended over many years to study the charge distri-

bution or form factors of the nudeon by probing it with beams of electrons [69].

The 'classical period' dealt principally with elastic scattering which in lowest order

perturbation theory of QED looks very similar to tfi scattering; the only difference

being that the vertex linking the 7 to the proton is no longer point-like and should

be given the most general possible form. Essentially we require an expression for

( proton flJfJ, proton p).

Whereas for the muon or electron we had

(electron pVfJelectrou p) « fi,(/ba««(i>).

we shall now have

(proton pV.°Jproton p) = üp{p')T"up(p), (JK14)

where the most general form of F* allowed by parity conservation time reversal

inrariance is

In (IV.15) we have defined <rap = !fra,7/f}, and the Fj(q7) are the electro-

magnetic 'elastic structure functions' or 'elastic form factors' of the proton, which
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can only depend on the momentum transfer f. K is the anomalous magnetic mo-

ment of the proton measured in Bohr magnetons, K. = 1.79 and the term jc/2mp

is factored out for convenience.

For the electromagnetic case we are now dealing with, J*m is a conserved

current so that Fj(f2) = 0 and we have

Dealing with neutrino scattering we hare a current that is not conserved and

the Ft type form factor remains.

The form factors FJrFi are defined in such a way that for q* — 0, which

physically corresponds to the proton interacting with a static electromagnetic field,

has

= 1 \

= 1 J (JV.17)
F,(0) - 1

to ensure the correct electrostatic and magnetostatic interactions.

Note that if there is no anomalous magnetic moment one has F2(0) = 0. If

the particle is electrically neutral, e.g. the neutron, one has Fj(0) = 0.

The form factors Fi,? are usually referred to as the Dirac form factors.

The cross section for ep —» ep is structurally the same as for en —> e/t except

that 7O at the muon vertex is replaced by F« in the proton vertex.

Thus (IV.5) becomes

where

After some algebra one arrives at the analogues of (IV.12) and (IV.13):

{IVM)
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wherein F1>2 is short for Fjjiq7) and

Notice that we recover the e/i result putting F1 = l,Fj = 0 and Af = m # . We can
thus say that the elastic form factor of a point — like particle such as the ft is a
constant, independent of Q7. This fact is of vital importance for the parton idea.

Eq. (TV.20), known as the Rosenbluth formula, is the basis of all experimental
studies of the electromagnetic structure of nucleons.

Notice that both for nucleon and muon targets one has

^ o c X + B t a n ' i i , {IV.22)

where for a muon target

* = 1, B = ^ (7V.23)

and for a nucleon target

A = F ? + 7wFZ' B = mi{F% + KFi)2- " }

The relation (IV.22) is characteristic of single-photon exchange. By varying 6
at fixed Q2 one can check whether a one-photon exchange description is adequate.
Experimentally, as shown in Fig. 44, (IV.22) seems to hold remarkably well. By
varying Q2 one can unravel the values of Fi and Fj as functions of q2.

Experimentally Ft and F3 have been studied from Q2 = 0 out to Q2 ex 30(GcV
c)2. They are found to drop rapidly as Q2 increases. Roughly the behaviour is

the so-called 'dipole' form (Fig. 45).
Since in any case (d<r/díl) is dropping rapidly, like l/Q*, as Q increases we

see that the elastic cross-section dies out very quickly as one moves to large Q2

and it becomes increasingly difficult to carry out accurate measurements.
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The remarkable discovery [TO] that for the inelastic reactions the analogous

form factors do not decrease at large Q2 is the basis for the idea that the nucleon

has a granular structure. The granules, or partons, give rise to far more events with

large momentum transfer than would be expected with a continuous distribution

of matter, just as, in Rutherford's famous experiment, the nucleus had caused

many more alpha particles to bounce back through large angles than would have

been expected from an atom with a smooth continuous distribution of matter.

IV.3 Inelastic clectron-nucleon scattering

We turn at last to the reaction of central interest to us

eN -» e %

where X stands for a sum over all the hadronic debris created in the inelastic

collision. The reaction, usually referred to as 'deep inelastic electron scattering1,

is simply the inclusive scattering of the electron on the nucleon with measurement

of the final energy and scattering angle of the scattered electron only.

It is assumed that the process is dominated by one-photon exchange, shown

in Fig. 43 but direct tests of this are not as complete as in the elastic case.

One can test for the importance of two-photon exchange by comparing cross-

section using positrons and electrons as projectiles. It is intuitively easy to see why

two-photon exchange will lead to a difference between the positron and electron

cross-sections. Symbolically, one has the situation shown in Fig. 46.

The interference term changes sign tinder e* -* e~. In fig. 4? the ratio

<r(<+)/«r(e~) is plotted vs Q2 for e*p -* e±X and for muons scattering on an iron

target. Within the large errors the ratio is certainly compatible with the value 1.

For large values of Q2 one in any case expects strong interaction effects to alter

the one-photon behaviour, but for the present we shall proceed on the assumption

that one-photon exchange is adequate.

The differential cross-section (we label it W ) in the LAB can again be writ-

ten in the form

ik - 2WJ
where M is the nucleon mass and L<,p is the purely electromagnetic contribution

(IV.6).
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The hadronic tensor \Y"^ is the only unknown to the problem and can be
written as

T^ = i I «ffe* £{p \T\Jm(t)Jfi{o)]\ p)

where

is the forward amplitude for the Compton scattering of a virtual photon of mo-

mentum q off a hadron of momentum p. So, inelastic electropioduction is directly

related to Compton scattering (T in (IV.27) is the time ordered product).

Lorentz invariance tells us that W*^ can be decomposed into two "structure

functions" Wirj{ç2,ç • p)

much the same as an elastic eiV —» e.V collision can be reduced to just two un-

known functions (form fac;ors). This analogy is much more transparent if one uses

that impulse approximation known as the parton model in which the hadrons are

visualized as made of constituents behaving as free particles in the deep inelastic

limit

Q' = - 9 J - o o , i / = 2 ^ ^ o o , * = -^— fixed (/V.29)
M 2p • q

In this picture, in fact, Fig. 43 is replaced by Fig. 43' in which just one parton

is struck and one can see that this is the exact analogue of either probing at low

q1 the Fermi momentum distribution of a nudeon (near the quasi-elastic peak)

or of studying the form factors of the nucleon in the reaction IN —* IN (when

Q2 = 2p • q = 2Mv). In fact, in the elastic case tp — ep we have (eq. (IV.21))
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where Fi(Q2) and Fj(Q2) are the electromagnetic Dirac proton form factors

(/*,(0) = l ,F2(0) = I and K is the proton anomalous maçnrtic moment (K = 1.79

Bohr magnetons}.

From (IV.30,32j we can read off immediately the structure functions of a

point-like particle of mass m, and charge <?, in units of c in the parton model.

The structure functions of partons treated as elementary, free particles are thus

found to be

The presence of/-fur.ct7 >ns reduces to one the number of kinematical variables on

which W\x£ depend (s Sec. IV.4). The fundamental variable which will used in

the following is (in the target independent form):

with the caveat that the kinematical limits are

0 < x < 1 {IV.34)

for a nudeon and

0 < x < ^ f - A (7V .35)

when the target is a nucleus with mass MA and atomic weight .4. The cross-

section as a function of x and Q2 measures the probability distribution q}{x,Qz)

for a parton of type j to carry a fraction x of the momentum nu Icon when this

is probed by a high Q2 photon. This statement is, actually, only correct in the

innVte momentum frame 5» where p3 — oo. In a covariant formulation which

uses the light-cone dynamics x is given by k*/p+,p+ being p9 — p* and k* the

analogous quantity for the quark j (see ref. [73] for an accurate discussion on this

point).
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TV.4 Bjorken scaling

Bjorke- 7*" conje"f:red lK?*. it. ilu. limit (II-S; l\\ aria H"2 -ahic:. arc :n

general functions of the two v riables Q2 and * become functions of their ratio

x = Q2/2Mu only.

This is cot a wholly unexpected statement if for nothing else, because v

and Qx axe ciniensiona! variables and when they become so large as to make

insignificantly small any other dimensional scale (such as the masses involved) the

only way to have non trivial structure functions is that they depend only on some

dimensionlefs variables constructed with Q2 and u. The non trivial part of the

statement is. of course, that the appropriate variable one should consider when Q2

and v approach infinite is just x.

To be precise, one defines the dimenskmless structure functions

= F,(x) (/V.36)

t(,Q) = Ft{z) (JV.37)

where Iimgj is a short for (IV.29)

Eqs. (IV.35.37) have become known as "Bjorken" or "deep inelastic" scaling

aad they are approximately satisfied by the data [70} (see Fig. 48).

It is straightforward to prove that scaling is an exact property of the parton

model; this Is. in fact, an immediate consequence of (IV.32) or, alternatively,

follows from the dilatation invariaace q^ -* oq^p^ — ap^ of the hadronic tensor

The above dilatatiori gives, in fact

v -» a2v

Q* - a7Q2

[76] J.D. Bjorken: Phys. Rev. H2 (1969) 1547
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From these relations, recalling eq. (IV.28), we have

71(a
2v,a2Q7) = MW1(v,Q2)

as required.

It is then easy [20] to prove that in terms of the parton distributions ç,(x) the

structure functions can be written as:

and the Callan-Gross relation [77] holds:

x) (/V.39)

IV.5 Violations of Bjorken scaling.

Violations of the simple limit (IV.36,37) are expected on the basis of QCD

[78].

The complications one expects in QCD come from the fact that quarks couple

to gluons (much the same way as electrons couple to photons in QED) and also

that, unlike photons, gluons have a three-gluon self-coupling due to non abelian na-

ture of the interaction (Fig. 49) which is what makes the theory an asymptotically

free one and gives the parton model a fighting chance.

In Fig. 49, i, j are quark and a,b,c are gluon color indices ( I o are 1/2 the

Gell-Mann matrices, / a j e are the structure constants), fi,v,\a are Lorentz indices

and p,q,r are four-momenta (see ref. [20] App. A for details). The coupling g is

related to the running coupling constant a, by

(JV.40)

[77] C.G. Callan and D.J. Gross: Phys. Rev. Lett. 22 (1969) 156.
[78] See, G. Altarelii: Phys. Rep. 81 (1982) 1.
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where p2 is the "input" or starting value of Q2 which is perhaps some fundamental

scale of the theory usually known as the renormalization point. In (IV.40) we have

also:

6 = — ( 1 1 - - J V / J (77.41)

where n / is the number of flavours.

The standard approach to QCD is by looking at the moments of 'he structure

functions

Jo
where n is an integer, j = 1,2 for /?e or /x scattering and j = 1,2,3, for v scattering.

Eq. (IV.42) can actually be split in two parts, "singlet" S (i.e. invariant under

flavour transformation) and \non-singlet" N.S. since so can be split the structure

functions

Fj(x, Q2) = Ff- + F;V S l . (77.43)

The non-singlet part is easy to isolate since the singlet part is not sensitive

to the flavor content of the target and, therefore, cancels when we take differences

for different targets. Thus FJP — Fjn are pure non-singlet.

Concentrating on the N.S. moments Mfs(n,Q2) where, for brevity, we will

drop the index N.S., using the so-called Wilson operator product expansion [79]

one can show [20] that

(/V"44)

where

(Ql)\ (IVA5)

is the QCD cut-off parameter (defined at some value Ql) to be determined by

experiments.

[79] K. Wilson:, Phys. Rev. 179 (1969) 1499.
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In eq. (IV.44), one has

<fn = - / n / 2 - 6

where 7n is the (non-singlet) anomalous dimension

(7V.46)

7 n = 3 n(n + 1) 2
(/V.47)

Notice that 71 = 0 corresponding to the fact that the number of valence quarks

does not change with Q2. For n ~ 2,yn > 0 so that all moments are expected to

decrease with increasing Q2.

The interpretation of eq (IV.44) is best seen in a generalization of the quark-

language used in the preceding section, in which we allow the parton distributions

qj(x) to be function of both x and Q2. Here we use the same formulae to express

Fi,z(x,Q2) ' n terms of qj(x,Q2) so that eq. (IV.44) can be viewed as an equation

controlling the change with Q2 of the moments of any non-singlet combination of

qi(x,Q2) such as u(x,Q2) - d(x,Q2), u(x,Q2) - fi(x,Q2) etc.,

(JV.48)

where

9J(«,92)= f xn-\i{
Jo

This displays the "evolutionary" aspect of QCD whereby given the structure

functions at some value of Q7 one lets it evolve to find the structure functions' at

any subsequent Q2. This has led to the formulation of the Altarelli-Parisi evolution

equations of QCD.

It is a property o r QCD displayed by eq. (IV.44) that in leading order we

have logarithmic corrections to scaling. This remarkable property gives what is

known as the "leading log approximation" whose roots lie in the above mentioned

product operator expansion. Higher corrections may become important as one

goes down to lower and lower Qz.

In Figs. 50,51, we give the qualitative variation with Q7 of a valence quark

(Fig. 50) and of the sea distribution (Fig. 51). These are estimated by taking
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particular parametrizations but what we are interested in is their qualitative Co-

variation.

Finally, it is always good to check it the data conform to the anticipated

trend.

Clear scaling violations (i.e. Q2 variation) are indeed seen in the proton

structure functions (Fig. 51). As one moves from low to high x, the slope (in a

semilog plot) turns from positive to negative.

IV.6 Inclusive cross-section tk —* VX.

From the discussion in Sec. IV.3 we can now write down the explicit form of

the inclusive cross section for the deep inelastic reaction th —> I'X with I = e,/x

(as we have already pointed out the neutrino case requires a little more discussion

which we are not going to cover here).

Using eqs. IV.26.28 one finds

This is a generalization of the Rosenbluth formula for £N elastic collisions

which contains the nucleon form factors.

Generalizing eqs. (IV.36,37) as

,Q)
(iv.oO)

Q2)

eq. (IV.48) can be rewritten as function of i and y as

dxdy Q4

If we remember (eqs. IV.27,28) that the inclusive cross section for reaction

(IV.l) is the imaginary part of the forward virtual photon cross section, it is quite

obvious that we can rewrite eq. (IV.48) or (IV.51) in yet another way by introduc-

ing the longitudinal and transverse structure functions i.e. the longitudinal and

transverse virtual photon cross sections

<?2) (/V.Õ2)
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where K is the virtual photon flux factor whose definition is somewhat ambiguous.

We find

WT = If, (/V.53a;

and eq. (IV.48) becomes:

WL = (l + Ç) W2 - FT,

where we have defined

2 (l + £

H we factor out <TT(I^,Q2) in eq. (IV.55) we get

(JV.536)

(7V.55)

where

R = «l{i>,Q2)/<rT{»,Q2) (/V.57)

is a quantity which vanishes in the real photon limit Q2 —* 0.

R(x,Q2) is expected to be fairly small in the deep inelastic repine if we are

not too far from the parton model limit. From (IV.57) and (IV.49.30,52,53) we

have, in fact

If the parton model limit is anywhere close to correct, the Callan-Gross rela-

tion (IV.39) tells us that

which should vanish as l/v since we are in the regime of DIS (IV.29) where x is

fixed and Q7 and v -* oo.

So, we do expect R(x,Q7) to vanish in the DIS and we know that R - 0 in

the photoproduction limit Q2 = 0. But, of course, the knowledge of R in the vast
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land between Q2 — 0 and Q2 = oo is quite unknown and R is one of the hardest

quantities to estimate theoretically since, as we have seen, its deviation from zero

is a deviation from the parton model limit.

The way, experimentally, one measures W\ and W^ (or F\ and F%) is by com-

paring cross sections at the same Q2 and v but different E,E',9 (see eq. (IV.48)).

In practical terms, one uses the form (IV.54) so that a linear fit to the data gives

OT + <TL (i.e. W2) as the intercept at € — 1 whereas R = tri/cr is the relative

slope. This, incidentally, explains why R is so difficult to measure experimentally

in the DIS regime. As we see from (IV.55), in fact, < ~ 1 when the beam energy in-

creases (the yields are more and more concentrated at 6 —* 0) so that experiments

become quite insensitive to R.

TV.7 Expected nuclear complications.

Concerning the complications expected in the nuclear case, a first rather ob-

vious change when the target is a nucleus and not a nucleon is, as we have already

mentioned, the range 0 < x < A (eq. (IV.35)) instead of 0 < 1 < 1 (eq. (IV.34)).

Other than this, the formalism developed in Sec. IV.3 applies equally well to nu-

clei as to the nucleon. Nevertheless, there are quite a few complications that one

expects when comparing nuclear with nucleon structure functions.

rV.7,1 Isoscalarity

A nucleus is made of A* neutrons and Z protons and the neutron and proton

structure functions are not quite the same. To take this into account, one defines

the structure function per bound nucleon (which we shall call simply the nuclear

structure function) as

*?(«. Q*) = j [ZF!(*> Q2) + {A - z)F?(x, Q2)] (JV.60)

The data to be discussed in what follows, will compare F*(x,,Q2) to the

deuteron nuclear structure function

*?(*.«') = \ [*?(*, <?2) + *?(*><

which is the simplest tsoscalar target. The latter will be identified with the free

nucleon structure function (or nucleon structure function for simplicity).
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IV.7,2 Shadowing

A well-known effect in high energy nuclear phyiic; :s. of coune. shadowing

i.e. a nudeon close to the surface of the nucleus will cast its shadow on some of the

inner nucleons. The effective nuclear cross section aA referred to a cross section

for a collection of A ideal (i.e. point-like) constituents which would grow like A

will be parametrized as

4— s A' (IV.62)
A<r0

 x

where <r0 is the cross section for each constituent.
We expect « = 0 for point-like constituents; c < 0 means shadowing whereas

e > 0 denotes antishadowing expected within some theoretical schemes which we

shall discuss later.

The simplest geometrical picture together with the vector dominance model

dearly suggest aA oc A7?3 (i.e. one sees the nucleus as a disk of radius oc A1'3

corresponding to e = —1/3).

Shadowing is expected to occur mainly at very low x and. one must add, very low

This is expected from a conventional intuitive picture since the larger Q2

becomes, the more penetrating becomes the probe so that the inner structure of

the target will be explored according to diffraction theory. A less naive analysis

[81], however,maintains that shadowing is a scaling e£ect which sets in around

x < 0.1A"1/3 and does not vanish at large Q2. Some support to this claim is

suggested by the downward trend of the low x - high energy data to be discussed

later on.

IV.7,3 Fermi motion

This is certainly the most conspicuous effect expected from conventional nu-

clear physics. Basically, what this is about, is the «fleet of the nucleons in a nucleus

not being at rest in what we lay term its static configuration. Ra'.her, in some

analogy with brownian motion, we she aid picture the inside of a nucleus as a sort

of dynamically evolving gas in which the constituents (the nucleons) have a con-

tinuous momentum distribution. This picture is the well-known Fermi gas model

[81] N.N. Nikolaev and V.I. Zakharov: Phys. Lett. BM < 1975); Sov. J. Nud. Phys.

21 (19"5) 227.
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and the Fermi momentum Py has been measured for a large span of nuclei and is

known to increase with .4. The result ranges from about 170 MeV at .4 = 6 'o

about ~ 270 MeV at the highest A values (Fig. 53j-

Some Fermi motion effect had actually been anticipated on the basis of theo-

retical considerations using a technique initially applied to the case of deuterium

by Atwood and West [82].

The basic idea of these authors is the following. The deuteron hadronic tensor

W^fi (WQich represents the transition probability for scattering) is written as a sum

over neutron and proton tensors weighted by the nucleon momentum distribution

!£(p)j2, i.e. the squared modulus of the deuteron wave function in momentum

space. Explicitly:

Swf*) = J UyylKf

The generalization of this procedure to the case of heavier nuclei (analogous

to eq. (IV.63)) is;

= J
The prediction; given by various authors are shown in Fig. 54 and all basicaliy

agree that in the ratio of the two structure functions (FV.60) fo a nucleus A and

for D nothing much is predicted to happen up to values of * < 0.6 when it is

expected to start increasing to become infinite at i = 1 where the denominator

vanishes because of kinematical constraints but the numerator is still different

from zero.

Several cautionary remarks are however in order which could (and do!) dras-

tically change the above predictions.

First, eq. (IV.63) is in the approximation when one nucleon's momentum only

is taken into account.

Second, the tail of the núcleos momentum distribution is rather poorly known.

Third, nucleons are made of partons so that we may expect at least a two-

fold effect of the type under discussion but, of course, if the nucleon momentum

[82] G.B. West: Am. Phys. (N.Y.) Ü (1972) 646; W.B. Atwood and G.B. West:

Phys. Rev. E l (1973) 773.
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distribution is reasonably well known, the parton momentum distribution in a

nucleon (let alone in a nucleus) is essentially unknown.

Last, but not least, as it will turn out, the effects of nuclçar binding energy

play an altogether far from insignificant role.

IV.8 The EMC effect.

The most interesting outcome of DIS in recent years is the experimental dis-

covery that the structure function of a nucleon bound in a nucleus diners quite

substantially from that of a free nucleon.

At the 1982 High Energy Physics Conference in Paris, the European Muon

Collaboration EMC) released data on the ratio of the deep inelastic nucleon struc-

ture function measured in iron to the nucleon structure function measured in

deuterium, establishing that these structure functions are significantly different.

The data (Fig. 55} published soon after [71] imply- that a nucleus is not merely

a collection of nucleons (hardly a surprise to nuclear physicists) and that this is

just as true even at the Tery high Q2's under consideration (9 < Q2 < 170GeV2)

(which is somewhat more surprising) as it is at low Q2. In Fig. 55 the ratio

pA{z) = F*(x,Q*)/F3
D{z,Q*) is plotted.

The data of Fig. 55 were soon interpreted as evidence of a diminution of the

importance of valence quarks, with transfer of momentum to sea quarks, in the

small z domain in heavy nuclei, and confirmed by a first «analysis of old SLAC

data [83], whereas a dedicated SLAC run for a variety of nuclei [84] challenged the

EMC finding at small z (Fig. 56). The low z data of Fig. 55 were also questioned

on a theoretical basis [85] as violating an energy momentum conservation sum rule

which is supposed to hold as Q7 —» oc, namely

i:dz {F?{A; x, Q2) - F?(x, Q2)} = 0 (IV.65)
/o

where F[i(A) means the nucleon structure function as measured on the nucleus

A. (Strictly "nucleon" means the average of proton and neutron).

The point is that f j v = 0 for z > 1 and Ff > 0 so that the piece of the

integral (IV.65) between I •¥ A must strictly be positive; as a consequence, the

[83] A. Bodek et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. §fl (1983) 1431; ibid. 5J. (1983) 534.
[84} R.G. Arnold et al.: Phys. Lett. 52 (1984) 727.
[851 G.B. West; Phys. Rev. Lett. 52 (1934) 2576.
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integral (IV.65) between 0 -=- 1 must be negative. If one uses the data of Fig. 55,

the result (Fig. 57) shows that the above conclusion seems to be contradicted

by the data or, differently stated that the latter violate the energy momentum

conservation sum rule.

Notice the discrepancy at small i-values between the data of Fig. 55 with

those of Fig. 56; while the former suggest an enhancement below x = 0.3, the

Utter show no structure at all and neutrino data fail to resolve the puzzle due to

the lack of statistics (Fig. 58) but, if anything, they suggest yet another picture

i.e. shadowing at low z. This latter trend is confirmed by the latest data of

both the EMC [86] (Fig. 59) as well as of the BCDMS [87] (Fig. 60) and becomes

extremely clear in the most recent EMC data which are shown combined with

other leptoproduction data [88] in Fig. 61.

A sum up of all available data is shown in Fig. 62 and the following remarks

can be made:

i) the effect at low i(0.1 < z < 0.3) is substantially reduced as compared

with the original data [70] and is, practically, coincident with the original

data being scaled down towards the lowest limit of the estimated systematic

errors (Fig. 55). The effect, however, persists in this region contrary to what

suggested by the SLAC data [84] (Fig 56);

ii) at even lower z(z < 0.1) a downward trend is visible in the data (Figs. 59 and

60) suggesting that shadowing sets in regardless of Q2 being still quite large

(> lOGeV3). This seems in agreement with theoretical considerations made

long ago [81];

iii) the cross over of PA/D(X) >S confirmed to occur around z ~ 0.3 (i.e. at the

"valence quark" mean i-values);

iv) nothing new seems to happen at large z values;

v) RA = OLI<TJ as measured by the BCDMS Collaboration very small (in agree-

ment with the EMC findings);

vi) the determination of XQCD P v

[86] P.R. Norton, EMC, contribution to the XXIII Int. Conf. High energy Physics,

Berkeley (July 1936).
[87J R. VOM, BCDMS, contribution to the XXIII Int. Conf. High Energy Physics,

Berkeley (July 19S6).
[88] M.Arneodo, EMC, contribution to the XXIV Int. Conf. High Energy Physics,

Munich (1988).
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a 220 ± 20 ± 60MeV

not inconsistent with the value A ~ 290MeV found from neutrino data.

A final point is in order. As of the last Int. Conference (Munich, August,

1988) a serious discrepancy has arisen concerning the compatibility of the data

ufl the proton structure functions by the two Collaborations with most of the

statistics, the EMC and the BCDMS Collaborations. This discrepancy is shown

in Fig. 63 and poses clearly a serious experimental problem that awaits resolution.

IV.9 Theoretical considerations

The flow of theoretical papers that have appeared on the EMC effect is huge.

A fair account of all these is not only exceedingly difficult but basically pointless

and this on at least two counts.

First of all, a lot of models have been devised to account for the situation

depicted in Fig. 55, i.e. increase at low x and have thus become totally obsolete.

Second and more important, when a large number of theoretical explanations

is offered, this means that we are uncapable of giving a single reliable interpreta-

tion.

The importance of the EMC effect, in retrospective, seems to be in its bringing

us at the borderline between particle and nuclear physics in the sense that (almost)

equally good descriptions can be obtained if we use either of these two languages.

For a summary of the theoretical situation, see ref.[89].

The key ingredient to try to reproduce the data has beea the convolution

integral

$ (f,Q2

where i can represent any "substructure" of A (a nucleon or a cluster) whose

momentum distribution is &/*(*) and where F% is the structure function.

[89] V. Barone and E. Predazzi: Ann. Phys. Fr. 12 (1987) 525.
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Eq. (IV.66) follows from (IV.64) but can elso be derived within QCD using

the operator Wilson expansion [79{. It can in be shown that in the large Q2 limit

the moment MA(n,Q2) (see eq. (IV.42) for its definition) can be factorized as

MA(n,Q*) * C{n,Q2) OA(n) (/V.67)
ÇJ-»oo

where the Wilson coefficients C(ntQ
2) are independent of the target whereas the

reduced matrix elements OA(n) are Q3-independent.

Writing the analog of ({AIV.67) for a nuclcon and taking their ratios, we get

M/(n,Q2) ,* MN(n,Q2) OA{n)/O*(n) (/V.68)

From (FV.6S), the inverse Mellin transform gives

FA2(x,Q2) = J\z

i.e. eq. (IV.66) with V = "iV and <f>K/A(z) defined by

= OA(n)/Oy(n) (IV.69)

In terms of the nucleon momentum distribution <t>x/A(p)i w e a^so have

where p+ = p0 ~ Pi implying that z is the fraction of momentum carried by the

nucleon in the light cone limit (p+ = p • q/u).

From

Jd*P \4>(p)\> = 1J'
it follows

/ dz 4>SIA{z) = 1 (JV.71)

expressing baryon number conservation.

If the momentum fraction carried by quarks and antiquarks in a nucleus is

the same as in free nucleons (i.e. if the total gluon momentum is unchanged), the

energy-momentum conservation sum rule (eq. (IV.65)) holds and this implies
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(z)= r*
J%

(IV.72)

If one uses * harmonic oscillator or simply a Fermi ças moment* distribution
of the form:

one finds 4A/N{Z, peaked at x — M/Af, not at 2 = 1 like for a free nucleon. For
this kinds of distributions

* z +S/A{*)dz = 1 + {£}/« = £~ (/K74)(z) = J
The consequence is a sum rule violation induced by the nuclear binding: a

fraction {c)/M of the total momentum is carried away by other constituents of the
nucleus which could be the virtual ptons exchanged by the nudeons.

The small z behaviour of the nuclear structure function turns out to be de-
termined just by MfM. The development

BÜ / _ \

(JV.75)

can be well approximated at i~0 .5 by

(JV.76)

as first conjectured in ref. [90].

The result of using a Fermi gas distribution (AÍ = M r <)

*NIA(V) = {MA7/4p, )[1 - A2M2{y - MfMA)lp\ J (JK77)

where
M = M + 1 (JV.73)

has been explored [91] to derive the first three iioments in order to relate s —
hi - M,PF and ,*. The result shown in Fig. 64 compare quite well with what we
know from nuclear physics

A good qualitative account of the data in its various z pieces (and, indeed,
also for large x, i.e. * > 1) has been obtained [92] with the simple prescription

[90] C.A. Garcia Canal, E.M. Santangelo and H. Vucetich: Phys. Rev. Lett. £2
(1994) 1430.
[91] F.E. Close, R.G. Roberts and G.G, Ross: Rutherford Appleton preprint RAL
85-101.
[92] V. Barone and E. Predazzi: Nuovo Cimento A 99 (19SS) 661.
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of assuming nucleons to be made of partons with * gaussian distribution (in the

con.)

s * «p.; -ik2)

and *««pir?ng the nuclei to be made of nudeons (again with gaussian distributions)

made of partoos provided the static properties (radios acd mass) of bound nudeons

at* nwmwl to be slightly different from those of free nadeons. Typical results

are shown in Fig. 66 (for the nudeon structure function) and in Fig. 63 where

the result is compared with the EMC data on copper under the assumption that

the effective bound nudeonTs mass is ~ 850 MeV and the effective radius is -» 5S5

larger than the free nudeon's radius. The effect of slightly varying the bound

mdeon's radius increasing it by 2J5>% up to 10% is shown in Fig. 67. As one can

see, the maximum around x = 0.2 decreases and the minimum around x 2: 0.65

deepens just as the data seem to do when A increases.

Within the above approach, the difference between the nudeon and the nu-

clear structure functions is qualitatively seen to be due essentially to Fermi motion

and to the double compositeness of nudei as compared with nudeons.A

IV.10 Polarization proton experiments

In aQ of the previous treatment it has been assumed that the target spin is

averaged over.

The subject is rather technical so we shall present only a brief outline of the

electromagnetic case. For a general introduction to polarization phenomena the

reader is referred to Bourrely, Leader and Softer [93:

We consider the collision of longitudinally polarized electrons of muons (he-

licity A = dt|) with a polarized nudeon described by a covariant spin vector 5M.

If p is the four-moraenturn of the nudeon then

57 = 0. (/V.30)

Also

For the theory behind this, see ref. [94]

[93; C. Boorrely, E. Leader and J. Softer: Phys. Rep. 5j> (1980) n-2.
[94- J.D. Bjorken and S- Drdl: Relativistic Quantum Fields. New York (19CÓ)

Me GrawHilL
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At high energies we neglect the lepton mass, and in that case the lepton emits

the virtual photon without changing its helicity.

The lepton tensor (IV.G) now generalizes to

of (IV.6). The additional anti-symmetric term is

*£? (* = ±5) = ±\
In a similar fashion, th< anti-symmetric part of W*™ now plays a role. We

have

$ if (IV.84)

where W^J is, as before, given by (IV.28) and the anti-symmetric term can be

shown to be expressible in the form [95]

(7V.S5)

Clearly W^ changes sign under reversal of the nucleon's polarization.

The differential cross section for longitudinally polarized target proton and

incident lepton is now given by

8a3E12

Sm 2 + Wa C ° S 2J
(which is just twice the unpolarized cross section (IV.48)) and the so-called longi-

tudinal asymmetry by proportional to

[95] J.D. Bjorken: Phys. Rev. 148 (1966) 1467, ibid. Dl (1971) 1376.
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where the two additional structure functions G\ and G'2 arc expected to obey

asymptotic Q7 —> rx. scaling

Q2) g(x) ' )

and in terms of which the asymmetry becomes

,_<Pv-<T-7 y (2 - y)gi - 2Mxyg2/u
n ~ ~ *( . ) y2 + 2(1 + *)(1 - „)

cPa -f c2'?

where, as usual, y = v/E and iZ =

Since Fi and ii are assumed to be known from unpolarized data, in the limit

of large v one can neglect the g-i contribution in (IV.89) to get A oc gx.

Denoting by g\ and 5J1 the g\ structure functions for "proton" and "neutron"

respectively, one Has the Ljorken sum rule

/
^0

<fe (íi - sD = \GA/GV\ = 1.254 ± .0006 (IV.90)

where GA and Gv are the vector and axial /3-decay coupling constant.

In the naive parton mode! on the other hand,

a jf' dx [Ag? = I [1 Ad + I Au + J A*j (/V.92)

Ag = y dx (q+ + f+ - i - - 9-) (Jr.93)

where

In (IV.93) <ji are the number densities of partons with helicities parallel or an-

tiparallel to the parent proton. Always within the naive parton model,the fraction

of the proton spin carried by the partons is (ft = 1)
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and one would naively expect the r.h.s. to be very close to 1/2.

The point is now the following: if both Fp and Fn were known and if one could

estimate A Í one could evaluate both An and Ad and check that the expectation

(IV.94) is indeed met. As it turns out, on the other hand, g\ has been measured

[72] but g™ is totally unknown. The recent measurement of <?f give [72]

TJ = / fff(x)di = 0.114 ± 0.012 ± 0.026 - (JF.95)

(result which has recently been confirmed by SLAC) whereas in Fig. 68 the be-

haviour of the EMC data for A\ is seen to agree at large x(x ~ 0.3) with the older

SLAC data but to deviate drastically from, the extrapolation at low x of the curve

that interpolates the large x points.

Prom the plot of T'(x), (Fig. 69), we see that the experimental value (IV.95)

for P* is seen to be in substantial disagreement with the Ellis Jaffe sum rule [96]

which, however as compared with (IV.90) rests on the much less secure grounds

of SU(Z)p invariance.

We cannot enter in the details of the theoretical analysis of the experimental

result (IV.95). It suffices to say that, should we take at face value eq. (IV.94),

we would arrive at the shocking conclusion that the fraction of the proton spin

carried by the partons is essentially compatible with êro [72j[97\

The answer proposed to explain the above paradoxical situation has been [97]

that the spin of the proton is actually given by a combination of various terms of

which (IV.94) is only one. One has

proton = S | + 5J + I , (/r.96)

where Lx is the orbital angular momentum and Sf is the contribution' coming

from gluons whose root is rather trie :y as it originates from a non-perturbative

contribution which cannot be calculated but estimates give quite a reasonable

overall picture.

It should,however,be stressed that it had been actually predicted [98] that the

data should folloow the trend shown in Fig. 69. This prediction was made in an

[96] J. Ellis and R.L. Jaffe: Phys. Rev. E2 (1974) 1444, Phys. Rev. D10 (1974)

1669.
[97] G. Altarelli and G.G. Ross: CERN preprint, CERN-Th 50S2/88 (June 88);

E. Leader and M. Anselmino, Z. Phys. C (to appear in Zeit. f. Physik).
A. Giannelli.L. Niti.G. Preparata and P. Sforza: Phys. Lc'.'..150B(1985).214.
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approach alternative to that of QCD for which we refer the interested reader to

the literature quoted D8.
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Fig.2. General two-body reaction

(a)

Fig.3. Specific examples of s-channel (a) and t-channel (b)
cr.e-particle exchange diagrams.

Fig.4 Typical multiperipheral graphs whose!infinite) sum
adds up to a Regge-pole-like behavior.
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Fig.17. Fits to the data for various rapidity intervals
with the negative binonial distribution.
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Fig. 18. Fit to the data of the energy dependent parameter
k of the negative binomial distribution.
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Fig.21 Beta decay of the neutron in terzns of quarks.

u

Fig.22 Beta decay of the d quark(pointlike case).

Fig.23 Beta decay cf the d quark (mediated by a vectcr
meson).

W

Fig.24 Electron-neutrino scattering as ~-»diatii by a
vectcr mescr. l lowest order).
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Fig.25 Lowest order diagram for the decay of a into
two photons in the coupling.

P

Fig.26 Diagrams contributing to triangle anomalies.
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rig.27. Comparison between experiment and theory for the ratio R as
function of CM energy. Solid line corresponds to quaiks in three
colours; dotted line to no colour.
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Fig. 28 The e*e' effective mass spectrum from the reaction pBe
e*e"X. (From Aubert et a/., I974.)
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Fig.29 Energy dependence cf the cross-sec:.on$ e*e" — hadrons.
e*e' —ft*M~ and e*e" -e*e" in the nkinuy of the J,f. (From
Auguslin et ai, I974.)
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Kig . 30 Comparison of data on Y and I" production in hadronic and
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Fig- B I . Qualitative evolution with Q2 of the couplings associated
with t/(l), SC/(2) and SU(3)C within the grand unification scheme
SU(S).
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-2.0

Fig. 32 - The potential between static colour charge* versus

distance. The points represent the Monte (*rlo data

The bold line corresponds to the linear«ouloob fit to

Che data.
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Fig.33. States,transitions and decays of tne cc system.
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Figve 34.7Yaa«itioai «n<! <J«*y» la tb« tS tyiUm,
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Fig.38. Inclusive 7 fp«clrum with «+e" collisions at ^(3686).
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Fig.36 Dominant one photon exchange diagram in e e annihilation.

7C

(a)

Fig.37 (a)Disconnected and (b)connectedquark decay diagrams
for the 0 meson into pions and KK respectively.

Fig.38 (aland (b) Disconnected and (c) connected quark decay
diagrams for the J/ymeson into charmless and charmed
meson respectively.
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Pig.39 Basic charmed meson decay diagram in the naive Model.
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Pig.40 Mon spectator D* decay diagram.

Pig.41 Non spectator D decay diagram.
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rig.43.On* photon exchange diagraa for deep inelastic
scattering.
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Fig. 4 4. Test of angular dependence of . Iv . 2 2

tin'**
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Fig.45 Proton form factor.
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F19.46 Test of 2-photon contribution from the difference
between electron and positron scattering.



Fig. 4 7 Ratio of cross-section a{t * )/o(c ~) for c* p -• e * X as function
of square of momentum transfer.
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Fig. 46 . Scaling behaviour of electromagnetic structure function
Almost no Q3 dependence is visible.
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Pig.43' Deep ine last ic diagram in the parton model.
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Fig.50 Q dependence of the valence u quarks distribution
function.
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Fig.51 0 dependence of the sea distribution function.
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fig.52 Scaling violations in the proton structure function.
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pig.54. Perm! motion corrections as predicted by the various
authors.
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Pig.57 The difference FPe-FD as
reconstructed from tüe
original EMC data.
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Pig. 5* . Ratio FÍJIAÍ/FÍJ for neutrino and antineutrino
data put together
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Fig.61 Suaaary of data concerning shadowing.
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Pig.62. Siteury of al l available data for Iron and neighbouring
nuclei.
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FÍ9-64 Predictions of the model of Refdl for the
binding energy and the Fermi momentuffl com"
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Pig.65 Pit to the proton structure function with the model
of Ref.92.
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Pig. «6 The result of the model of Ref.89
compared with the EMC data
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TABLE 3 - Clueball u s » 5 within lattice calculations

jPC

0**

2*+

0"*

1-+

0"

1*-

Value of Mass

IMeV)

•v 1000

1620 t 100

1*20 • }f8
1730 t 220

2S80 i 300

2980 i 300
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TAble 5. Widths of the P-wave charmonium states.

State Width(MeV) Width from pp (eV)

< 3.8

0.8-4.9

13.5±3.3±4.2

233+5 1 * 48

57+13
-11

± 11



Table 6. Branching ratios and product branching ratios

&Pj State

J=2

J - l

J*0

2sPj State

J»2

J - l

J«0

c

0.28

0.28

0.28

c

0.38

0.38

0.38

BR(T" - x*' - TO

(2.42 ± 0.63)%

(2.96 db 0.77)%

(0.33 ± 0.17)%

BRÇf - x»' - T)

(0.80 ± 0.15)%

(0.73 ± 0.14)%

(0.066 ± .044)%

BR(X>' - T')

(18.9 ± 5.3)%

(24.7 ±6.9)%

(6.9 ±3.8)%

BR{xk' - T)

(6.3 ± 1.3)%

(6.1 ± 1.3)%

(1.4 ± 1.0)%



q Mass

q Charge

Number of
bound states

TABLE 7

Charm

1.5 GeV

2/3

~0.20

0.4 Fm

8

•

Bottom

4.5 GeV

-1/3

< 0.1

0.2 Pm

~30

Top

~80 GeV (?)

2/3

(?)

< 0.05Pm(?)

~200
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Table 8

Meson Quark
contettBaryon

Oiaraed Particles.

JP Mass (CeV/c»2 Lifetime xlO sec.

D",D*

0*

D*

B

D » t

D*«

&...

A c
~" C

A ;

eu, eu

cd

cs

bã.bd

C'J

cd

cs

eu

cud

CSV!

ess

bud

o"
o"
o"
o"
l"

l"

l"

1*.2

1864.6

1869.3

1970.5

5273

2007.2

2010.1

2110

* 2420

2281,2

2460

2740

5425

í 0.6

í 0.06

í 2.5

í 5

í 2.1

í 0.7

1 6

í 6

t 3.0

í 25

t 20

1175

4.25 !0.

10.O7Í8;

<•» -8:
~U

& 5.0

£ 2.2

£ 22

70 í 21

2.3

4.8

?

?

10

!8
Í0.10

Í0.25

Í0.2


